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By DAVID M. RAZLER

September
The semester began not with a bang,

but with the whimpers of more than 400
incoming students who found out that
they would not be housed immediately
in the dormitories they had been
promised. The University had
overbooked the dorms, and although
some students chose to be "voluntarily"
tripled and some moved in to
dormitory Directors' Apartments, 400
waited and made do with any
accomodations they could find.

Students also returned to find strange
new structures being elected at each
gate. "Checkpoint Charley" at the
South Campus entrance became the
only night-time entrance to the
University, and some students found
that a 2 AM run to Jacobsen's now took
almost 15 minutes more. Public Safety
Director Robert Comrnute also proposed
a system of dormitory patrols and
lockups, a system which, never
materialized.

But .n those first days of the
semester, most students were mainly
concerned with the plans being made
1or a weekend long Fallfest. The Fallfest

Editorial on page 10

was the largest event that had been held
on campus in many years. It included a
carnival, outdoor concerts, beer and
food, all topped off by a fireworks
display.

However, for the second time in three
years the opening festival weekend was
marred by tragedy. Freshman Trevor
Jones was struck by a motorist while he
rode his bike along Loop Road. He is
now recovering at home.
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Toward the end of September, Ralph
Morrison, long time Director of
International Student Affairs, left Stony
Brook to take a better job in Pittsburgh.
bThis increased the sadness of the

international student body which was
still mourning the death of its political
leader Zaheer Babar who drowned while
wading at the beach near Rocky Point.

Also at the end of the month came
the first hint of a cold season to come
when Statesman headlines proclaimed
"Heat Outages Expected."

- * October
.The Polity election results were

announced with Freshmar
Representative Frank Jackson winning
with 71 percent of the vote.

Polity registered over 4,000 new
-voters through a mail registration drive,
and a second pedestrian was struck. Gail
Seaman was slightly injured in a
collision in G-Quad parking lot. This
second injury increased the calls by
Polity officials for new safety
precautions on campus.

The middle of October marked the
first annual heat outap, A one-year-old
'high temperature hot water line'cracked
'ausing a shutdown which not only lead
to a lack of heat in G and H-Quads, but
an increase in the heat between the
Polity Hotline and the Maintenance
Department, which for a while was
ordered not to respond to Hotline calls.

Another department was eliminated,
t h e Environmental Sciences
Department. Several students petitioned
for the major's reinstatement, but all
efforts failed and the major vanished.

Security held a stake-out in O'Neill
one night and on October 24 arrested a
student for allegedly tampering with a
fire alarm. At the same time, Polity and

STUDENTS DEMONSTRATED IN THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING to
'protest the closing of dormitories during intersession.
Administration officials confronted stable condition in Mather Memorial
each -tther over safety problems in the -Hospital.
O'Neill Main ILounge. m . . .... T*he HSC Megastructure was opened

SAB continued its "one-year-old 'to the public for the first time towards
tradition of presenting pornographers the end of November. Thousands visited
who lectured about their work, this year the structure including a Statesman
with Al Goldstein, editor of Screw. Editor who noticed that some of the
However it seems that Goldstein was ceiling material in the giant structure
not given the same treatment accorded was flammable ceiling material which
Jennifer Welks last year. according to the information he had,

The month ended with the arrest of a had been ordered removed. An
student who volunteered to move the investigation by Statesman soon found
car of a dismissed student who had been otherwise.
caught driving with a suspended license. December
When the student moved the car he was The last month of the semester began
arrested, and both persons involved with victory and death. On the first day
spent the night in the 6th Predcinct jail. of the month students read of John
Just last week, the charges were Toll's decision to abolish the last
dismissed for both suspects. vestiges of the mandatory meal plan,

and the suicide of an Irving resident.
. November They also found out that the

In the first week of November, Administration was already making
students stopped discussing academia plans to close most dormitories for
and sex for a while and turned to Intersession.
politics. Betting was heavy on races Two days later former head of the
ranging from the big one on down to Stony Brook Council George Tobler was

- Assembly and State Senate seats. Of indicted for the theft of over $200,000.
course, Carter and Moynihan won along The University released an official
with a whole group of Democratic statement that Tobler's service had been
incumbant congressmen on Long completely satisfactory while he worked
bland, but favorite son Barry MeCoy ,as the head of the gubernatorial
was not pulled in by their coat tails, and appointees who run Stony Brook.
went back to teaching at Stony Brook. Only three days after that Statesman

As the boiling issues of the elections announced the results of its
became campus wide conversation, so investigation of the dangers of the HSC
did the not-so boiling issue of another eeiling, the School of Social Welfare was
round of heat outages. A new word evacuated from the second floor of the
entered the vocabulary of the average same building because of dangerous
student, "heat exchanger,". a word concentrations of auto exhaust gases.
which came to mean no heat or no hot The Administration formalized its plans
water or both for up to a week at a to open only one dorm per quad, only
time. The exchangers sat like time to have its own advisory committee
bombs in the basements of each college change the statement that it used to
waiting to crack and fail. justify the decision. More hazards were

While the heat exchangers were being discovered at the HSC, and yet another
[ repaired. Rick Smoliak quit his post as set of accusations was made against the

Athletic Director when he was denied head of the Youth and Community
i tenure as a teacher. Studies Program, three events which

| And then another accident. A bring us right up to the present (see
Ifeshman lost an arm and a leg when he stories on pages 2, 3 and 5), the
fell under a moving Long Ibland culmination of an Ventful
Railroad train. Andrew Yuan is now in semester._subsequent sexual experiences before a packed Lecture Center audience.
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Controversy Brewing' -
President Gerald Ford has called onesios ol leaders to the

White House today amid indications a controversy is brewing
between the White House and Congress over proposed pay raises for
Congress, top federal executives and judges.

Some congresional leaders said they expected Ford wants to
discuss the pay raises recommended by a federal commission that
said they should be tied to approval of a new, stricter code of ethics
for all three branches of government.

House Majority Leader Jim Wright said he didn't think Congress
needed any advice from the White House on how to upgrade its
ethical standards. "I think that is under the Constitution and is
dearly the business of the Congress. It is our responsibility and we're
going to assume that responsibility," Wright told a reporter who
asked if Congress needed or would appreciate advice from Ford on
the standards of conduct.

* ' . . . .* '

Fears Of Retaliation
Premier Adolfo Suarez indicated yesterday that the government

will not bargain with the leftist kidnapers of a top adviser to King
Juan Cardos, despite fears for the victim's life and concern over a
political backlash.

After conferring with the king, Suarez ordered police protection
-for leading politicians and extra security for the cabinet. The
precautions focused on leftist figures, indicating fears of a possible
right-wing retaliation for the kidnapping.

But the nation was calm as it prepares to vote tomorrow on the
king's political reform proposals. Suarez said Saturday's abduction
was aimed at upsetting the national referendum, but it "has not
succeeded and will not succeed."

Carter Leading . .
The creaky machinery' of the electoral college clicked briefly into

motion yesterday, giving Jimmy Carter the lead toward expected
certification of his election as the nation's 39th president.

In 50 state capitals and the District of Columbia, 538 otherwise
obscure presidential electors met to cast their ballots as required by
the Constitution.

While the Constitution requires voting by the presidential electors,
it does not force them to vote for any particular candidate. But the
electors were following the dictates of party and tradition and voting
in conformity with outcome of the November 2 popular election.

With 25 states reporting Carter was leading 183 to 76 and was
expected to gain 297 votes to 241 for GOP opponent President
Ford.

Gambling In Delaware
Bettors who laid out a record $96,000 to the Delaware lottery

on the outcome of last weekend's National Football League games
will get refunds beginning tomorrow the lottery office said
yesterday.

But that won't pacify the bettors or the NFL. The only people
who seem to be pleased with Delaware's dosing ship to avoid losing
money were the illegal bookmakers.

Bets on Delaware's Touchdown 11 game were halted Saturday
night. Peter Simmons, the lottery director, said newspaper stories
quoting handicappers and bookies could unduly influence betting.

Delaware's lottery, the only one in the nation which offers
state-run sports betting, has differences in the state's projected point
spreads and the betting lines coming from Las Vegas.

Gilmore To Be Executed
'llhe Supreme Court refused yesterday to postpone further the

execution of condemned murderer Gary Gilmore and returned his
case to the state of Utah. Gilmore's fate now rests with the fourth
District Court in Provo, Utah.

Lawyers for the death-row inmate who has spurned all attempts
to have his execution before a firing squad delayed, asked the state
court last week to free Gilmore. They said Utah law requires a
condemned man to be executed not less than 30 days nor more than
60 days from the date of his sentencing unless he appeals. The legal
period expired Dec. 7.

The Supreme Court justices voted 5 to 4 to deny a request from
Gilmore's mother that her son's life be spared until lawyers
representing her could file a formal appeal with the high court.

Compilend from the Associated PAs
-0-

1% ~ ~ ~

By MIKE JANKOWITZ
Chbristmas will come six days early this year for

a group of local senior citizens and orphans when
they attend a party for them being held by Polity.
The project will take place onr December 19.
Seventy-five orphans and fifty senior citizens will
be entertained for the afternoon with Christmas
arok, games, and other events run by Polity

members and other concerned sdnts dressed up
as "elves". There will be a Christmas tree, and even
a live Santa Claus. The bowling alley will be
opened, and all of the participants will be able to
bowl for free courtesy of the Faculty Student
Association.

The Christmas caroling will be led by Union
Director Martha Blood. She will also lead a variety
of nursery rhymes for the children. There will be
stockings filled with candy for the younger people,
and presents under the tree for everyone. The
party was the product of the same Polity Council
meeting which produced the Thankving Dinner
raffle. Polity President Gerry Man lli said at the
time that he wanted to do something for people
less fortunate than himself. The idea was quickly
given the full support of the council. Sophomore
Representitive Sharyn Wagner said "I think that
it's a heart-worthy thing to do. I'm happy to see
that we're stepping outside of the Polity office and
gidnginvhed in community and campus affairs. I
think that it's something that really needs to be
done. It's a fulfilling experience to be able to give
a holiday dinner to people who wouldn't
otherwise have one."

"I think that it's a dynamite idea," Manginelli
said. "It's something that we, as a student
organization have to do to show that we are really
concerned about the plight of the people in the
community. Once again, I challenge the Setauket
Civic Association to help the less fortunate."
Manginelli had originally made this challenge at
the time of Polity's Thanksgiving raffle.GERRY MANGINELLI

the case Tuesday, and hands
down its unanimous rulin
Thursday night.

Editors of the Delphia
however, were not overi
pleased with the board

decision, claiming that the boar
-had avoided the issue of freedoi
of the press which the edito
had hoped to raise.

"It was a vague decision," sai
Delphian Managing Editor Ro
Resnick. "The board we
chicken. They didn't want t
take a stand." Resnick said the
the board had ruled that th
student government must pa
for an ad if they wished t
publish their material, but th

Led board refused to make a general
ig ruling, and instead focused on

only this specific instance. "We
n, have won a victory, but not a
|y solid one," said Resnick.
I's According to Delphian
rd Associate Editor Lou Duchin,
m the newspaper will, in fact,
rs publish the amendments after

all. "In the interest of both
id parties, and to serve the student
b community," said Duchin, "it
as will be published." Duchin also
to was displeased with the board's
at ruling. "The issue is not what
e most people think it is," he said.
"y It's of being dictated of what
to to publish."
e Undergraduate Student

Association President Joseph
Raiola also expressed
dissatisfaction with the ruling.
Quoted in the New York Times,
Raiola said, "I wouldn't say I'm
either unhappy or happy with
the end result. I'm glad that this
year's editorial board has
Indicated that it is responsible
and will publish the
amendments, now that they
don't have to. But what about
next year's editors, or the ones
after that? I wish the board's
opinion had been stronger."

Although the Delphian
receives a student government
allocation of $27,300 per year,
Raiola said that freezing the
paper's funds had not been
considered as a means of
influencing them to print the
amendments. Ralola said that
the Delphian had failed to
comply with student
government constitutional
regulations in refusing to print
the amendments. Delphian
editors had countered this
argument by stating that the
U.S. constitution guaranteed
them the right to select what
appeared in their pages. The
hearing board decision is still
subject to faculty review before
it is finalized.

By EDWARD IDELL
An Adelphi University hearing

board has ruled in favor of the
student newspaper, finding that
it was under no obligation to
publish amendments to the
student government
constitution, "on demand", if it

bchose not to.
The newspaper, the Delphian,

had refusedseveral months ago,
to concede to the demands of
the student government, and
print the amendments, claiming
that it was an issue of freedom
of the press, and that this
freedom would be compromised
had they capitulated. The
six-member student panel heard
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lThis is the last issue of Statesman for the fall semester. We

will resume publication on Wednesday, January 26. We wish
all good luck on finals, and a happy vacation and new year.
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. Polity Sponsors Holiday Party
News Briefs | To Entertain Orphans, Aged

Student Newspaper Wins Case
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By ROBERT S. CATSOFF
Carpet covering the walls of lecture

and seminar rooms in the Health Sciences
Center is flammable and will emit a
poisonous gas when burned, according to
Environmental Safety Director George
Marshall.

-"This carpeting is of a higher flame
spread than I would like, but it meets fire
safety standards," said Marshall, adding
that "If you put a flame to this carpet, it
will catch fire and burn producing smoke
and gases.

Marshall explained that carpets are
designated as Class A or Class B
according to their flame spread range.
Carpeting rated under 25, said Marshall, is
considered Class A. If a flame is put to
that material it will go out. Wall carpeting
in the Health Sciences Center has a flame
spread rating of 6. The floor carpeting in
HSC is rated Class A.

When asked why the State University
Construction Fund approved this
carpeting as wall covering, Marshall
replied: "I haven't the foggiest idea. The
Class A material doesn't cost that much
more.

Marshall explained that the
Construction Fund and the contracton
make all the decisions involved in
building a campus structure including the
choice of materials. He emphasized that
the carpet does not bum that well and
"the chances of being caught in there
[HSC] and being overcome is highly
unlikely."

Bad Publicity
Recent publicity concemrning hazards of

the HSC has helped Environmental Safety
to begin "clearing them up," Marshall
said. "Gie publicity affected us quite
favorably," he said. "We just got a piece
of equipment rve been waiting months
for. ThIey've just rushed us a carbon
monoxide detector."

This detector has registered acceptable
reading in the HSC over the past few
days, but Marshall attributes this partialy
to high winds clearing exhaust fumes
from thyHSC's loading area.

"We'll continue testing in that area
[first and second levels] and when I feel
secure that these areas are safe the School
of Social Welfare will be moved back to
the second level," said Marshall.

CARPET ON THE WALLS OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER is flammable,
and emits poisonous fumes when ignited.

of the application until he reviewed them
further. WIe other students who plan to
undertake similar action wish to remain
anonymous.

The interview process which, according
to the YCS Director Martin Timnin, is no
longer in use contained two "work-sheets
with criteria and suggested questions for
potential use by the interviewer."

The interviewee was only asked the
suggested questions, which the
interviewer then used to determine the
status of the student according to the
perscribed criteria listed on the first
sheet. These criteria included "poUlitical
and idealogical orientations". "lifestyles
and communication styles". "racial,
ethnic, social class diversity, and age".
Some of the more standard criteria
included "geographic diversity", and
"academic interests", according to the
students. Some of these criteria may be
in violation of the first amendment. All

of the aforementioned items were under
the heading of "Diversity". Other criteria
include "openmindedness", and "specific
knowledge and interests".

According to Tmin, none of these
criteria were used separately,but were
combined to give a geneal proftle of the
applicant. He did not deny that these
items were involved in the selection
process, but was adamant about his claim
tha none of the criteria was used in any
prejudicial way.

"Overall View* 
"

-ie stated that no one was ever denied
admittance to the program on the basis of
these criteria, and claimed that such
criteria was used only to gain an "overall
view" of the student. Timin added that
he did not think that such a process was
illegal in a criminal sense, and said that he
would defend the process if it ever came
to court. He also stressed that the process
was conducted with the approval of the

curriculum committee and, since the
program had become an academic major,
the process was no longer being done in
such a fashion.

Background Diversity
According to Timin, this interview

process has not been conducted as such
for at least a year, adding that he,
primarily has conducted the interview of
program applicants. Under the original
process, other faculty members and
students were instrumental in giving the
interviews.-In reference to the inerview
process in question, he described it as
"focusing attention on the need for a
diversity of backgrounds" (in the
program).

"It is similar to setting' up course
criteria prerequisites", he explained.

Timin also said that there was nothing
confidential about the interview and that
he did not know the present whereabouts
of the application documents.

By MIKE JANKOWITZ
Several students who had submitted to

admissions interviews for the Youth and
Community Studies Program are filing for
the interview documents under the
Freedom of Information Act, charging
that certain information obtained from
these interviews were possibly inNasions
of privacy, and in violation of their civil
rights.

Suits Pending
Larry Krantz, a senior, and Joe

Norbury, a jun10rtho is presently on
leave of absence from the University,
both said that they were contemplating
legal suits pending their review of the
interview documents. No legal action has
yet been iditiated, and none is expected
until the students have investigated the
documents to determine if their charges
can be substantiated.

Polity lawyer Dennis Hurley said that
he would reserve comment on the legality

other intruders than just chaining the
doors. "If the buildings are simply
locked, an intruder can gain access and
have a four-week holiday," Young said.

Residence Life Director Roger Phelps,
who is also a member of the B ard,
speculated on what Toll's decision will
be, but stated that he supports the

original recommendation to dclose all but
nine dorms during intersession. In
addition he told Statesman that the final
recommendation to Toll will be
formulated today after a meeting
between himself, Executive Vice
President T. Alexander Pond, Polity
President Gerry Manginelli and Young.

By RAYMOND RIEFF
The Residence Life Advisory Board

yesterday recommended to keep all
dormnns open and accessible to resident
students during the four week
intersession, in a reversal of its previous
recommendation that only one dormitory
in each quad remain open.

"The campus should be accessible to
students during intersession," said
Advisory Board Member Kevin Young.
"It is an experiment to see the number of
people staying, the amount of vandalism
and the money spent as a basis for future
comparison."

In their 74 decision recommending the
dorm openings, the Board cited the
wishes of 1200 students who applied for
intersession housing. Now the
recommendation goes to. University
President John Toll who must approve it
*before it goes into effect. If rejected, the
noriginal plan to dclose all but one dorm per
quad and Stage XII will remain in effect.

Young said that all dorms will be
locked 24 hours a day and could be
entered with a room or suite key. Also,
students remaining must inform their
Managerial Assistants so that Security will
have a record. When a visitor enters the
campus, Young explained, he will have to
proceed through the South Entrance

Security Booth and tell the guard whom
he is visiting. "Students can come and go
as they please, however." Young added.

According to Young, the Board
reasoned that locking the dorms but
leaving them accessible to residents would
be more of a deterent to thieves and
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HSC Wall Carpeting Is Found to Be Flammable

Students Charge YCS Screening Violated Rights

Housing Board: Open AI Dorms for Intersession

Student in Drug Arrest
By DAVID M. RAZLER According to his hallmate, the money

A Stony Brook sophomore was was put up by Isaacson's parents.
ested in his room lat Friday! Isaacson said that he had not been
>ming and charged with the sale of informed by the police as to where he
rbiturates to Suffolk County had allegedly sold them the drug. He
dercover narcotics officers on April added, however, that he had been
, 1976. Irving College resident advised by his lawyer not to say
even Isaacson was charged with one anything else about the case for at
unt each of possession and sale of a least the next week.
ntrolled substance in the sixth Suffolk County Narcotics
gree, a Class D Felony. He was Detectives said that they had no
mated in his room at 9:30 AM on information about where or when the
iday by two plainclothes Suffolk alleged sale took place. When
)unty Police Detectives. contacted by Statesman,
Despite an attempt by Polity a spoxeswman at the District
wyer Dennis Hurley and several Attorney's office stated that the files
Dege staff members to bail Isaacson were currently in the hands of thle
t that night, he was not released court and would not be available until
til Saturday on $1000 bail. today.
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What's Up Doc? e
By CAROL STERN

-A. Eros & Gynecology
Eros offers birth control classes which are open to all men

and women on campus and are required by all women

obtaining a birth control method for the fist time at the

Health Service's gynecological clinic. The schedule for these

classes are: Monday 4 to 5 PM and Friday 1 to 2 PM. For

infocration concerning the birth control classes, or if you

have any other questions or problems in regards to Eros or the

gynecological clinic call 444-2472.
The gynecological clinic is staffed by a Family Planning

se Practitioner, nurses, gynecologists, and Eros members.

Ib hours for the gynecological clinic are 9 AM to 4 PM

Monday thru Friday. For problems requiring immediate

attention, Walk-In hours are scheduled for Thursday and

Friday afternoons after 1 PM. (Urgent problems such as acute

vaginitis can also be evaluated and treated by the general

medical staff.) Despite the increase of gynecological staffing,

during the past two years at the Health Service, demand also

continues to increase. Appointments (for non-rgent

problems) must usually be made one month in advance. If, for

any reason, you cannot keep your appointment, you must

cancel it. This makes sure the time is not wasted.

B. Swine Flu
Bivalent flu vaccine, good against Swine Flu and Victoria A

Flu (the prevalent strain of recent years) will be available at

the Health Services for thoe students with chronic diseases

who have been treated for those conditions at the Health

Service. In this group are included students with chronic lung

disease, malignacies, asthma, diabieties, and other chronic

illnesses. If you have one of the aboe mentioned diseases and

would like more information pleas. stop by the Health

Service.
All faculty, staff and students will be able to obtain free

mono valient vaccine (swine flu only) on campus. The

inoculation program is being sponsored by the Health Sciences

center and will take place on December 21 from 11 AM to 3

PM in the new Health Sciences Center, level 3.

We will be happy to answer any questions you have on

health care, just leave letters in the complaints, questions and

suggestions box at the main desk in the Health Service.

I

%'By ROBERT S. GATSOFF
Fcamnr Politv H-storian and Thabler resident

Bill Camarda is not John J. Audubon, but

he recognizes a good cause when he sees one.

Last Saturday night, Camarda saw som

students drive up near a grove of evergreen trees in

front of Dreiser College in Tabler Quad. When it

became apparent that they were planning to cut

down one-of the four-year-old University-planted

evergreensr he called Security. '"The only time I

would all Security on a student is when someone

is cutting down a tree," said Camarda.

According to Camarda, Security arrived and

questioned the treecutters. These students

maintained that they had the blessing of abler

Quad Director Mary Padula, who, they claimed,

wanted the trees removed because they posed a

safety hazard. Security left and the students cut

down one of the trees.
When reached for comment Padula said she was

away during the weekend and noticed that the tree

was gone when she returned home. She also

mentioned that she was unaware that students had

cut down the missing tree. "I put in two work

orders to have the [four] trees removed because

they are a safety hazard and have caused two

accidents already," she said. "They block the

vision of a motorist making the turn from Dreiser

to Sanger.or from Sanger to Dreiser."
She emphasized that these students never came

to her personally, but that she had wanted the

trees removed for a long time and had told Sanger

College Program Coordinator Helen Ackley that

students could remove the trees. "I would have

preferred that the tree be removed and bagged so

that it could have been replanted," said Padulla,

"but I'm glad it was removed in any case. I would

call this a Christmas act of mercy."

Polity Hotline staffer Star Greenberg was

working Hotline at the time of the incident and
received Camarda's complaint.

Greenberg doubted Padulla's authority in

allowing the trees to be cut down by students,

even when they present a safety hazard, and called

Safety Director George Marshall He said that two

out of the four trees presenting a safety hazard :

had already been removed by mai ntenance, and his

recommendation was to not remove the other two

trees," said Greenberg. "Marshall then told me

that only maintenance and [Assistant to the

President] Ron Siegel have the authority to order

the removal of trees."
If this incident was caused by beaureaucratic

confusion and lack of communication, Greenberg

said he is not surprised. "It's typical of the feeling

of the University towards trees. through the years

no priority has been put towards the beauty of the

campus or the safety of the campus," he said.

'after inventory is taken," said
H-Quad Operations Assistant
Tony Childs, who will

participate in the inspection.
The intersession i wil t be

-onducted either by two MA's
or two work-study students,
Childs said.

Th e furniture issue "was
'brought up between the
Operations Assistant and the

Quad Director," said Sabatino,
"because of a 50 percent
answer" to a question
concerning the lack of lounge

furniture on an MA evaluation
sheet. The confiscated
furniture will be put in storage

rooms before -being
redistributed, so anyone who

tries to hide furniture there "will
be doing the quad office a

v'avor, 
' Sabatino said.

Individual halls can vote to
allow their own endhall lounge
furniture to be kept in people's
rooms if they so desire.

Sabatino said that if
yesterday's recommendation by
the Residence Life Advisory
Committee to keep all dorms
open over intersession is

approved, the inspection would
be more difficult to carry out
than if only one building in each

quad were open.

-By LAWRENCE RIGGS
Students living in H-Quad will

be assessed seven dollars for
every piece of office furniture,

largr sofa,,- kitchen table or
upholstered chair found in their

rooms after December 23,
according to Langmuir College
Managerial Assistant Rick
Sabatino.

MA's will make inspections of

their wings prior to that date

and will instruct those students
who have furniture in their
rooms to return it to their
endhall lounge. The furniture
"will be distributed equally to

all endhall lounges in the quad

was taken to Mather Memorial Hospital,

unconscious with a fractured hip. Although he is

currently in traction at home, and will remain so

for at least another two months, this has not

prevented him from completing the requirements

for his Master's degree in Electrical Sciences, or

from taking a course from his bed. Again, poor

lighting conditions were cited as a probable factor

in the accident.
Less Serious

In somewhat more minor incidents:
Stage XII resident Reynold Jabbour suffered

minor cuts and bruises when he jogged into a

moving car on Loop Road, and was hospitalized

for a week.
Freshman Gail Seaman was also involved in an

.accident on Loop Road, when she was struck by a

car, while crossing the road. She was taken to St.

Charles Hospital with a sprained knee, and released

the same evening.
In a head-on collision between his automobile

and a van occurring near Langnmuir College Senior

Richard Rudnitsky was treated at the Infirmary

for a bruised nose, while the driver of the van,

Dean Smith, was uninjured. Again, poor driving

conditions were cited as having contributed to the

.accident, with Marshall terming them "the worst

possible."

By EDWARD IDELL
A number of students were seriously injured in

campus accidents this semester, amid growing

concern over poor lighting and safety conditions

which were seen to be a major factor in some of

those accidents.
The most serious accident occurred on

November 13 when Freshman Andrew Yuan lost

an arm and a leg while attempting io board a train

at the Stony Brook Long Island Railroad Station

while the train was in motion. Yuan is presently

under treatment in Mather Hospital, where he is in

satisfactory condition.
Freshman Trevor Joneswas struck by an

automobile while riding a bicycle along Loop

Road early in the morning on September 18. Jones

was hospitalized, comatose and in critical

condition, and did not emerge from his coma until

some weeks later. Poor lighting conditions were

cited by Public Safety Director George Marshall as

being a contributory factor in the accident. Jones

is now recuperating at home, and according to his

brother Patrick is making steady progress, but is

still subject to occasional lapses of memory.

In an accident which occurred just off campus,

graduate student Dillip Barekh was struck by a car

as he attempted to cross Route 25A while headed

towards the Stony Brook Railroad Station. Barekh

SENIOR RICHARD RUDNITSKY was injured in an automobile
accident which was attributed to poor road conditions.
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PERSONAL
TO MY FAVORITE super skinny

4man". Merry X-Mas Happy New
Loaf from the great Billini.

JSO WHEN AM I going to see those 2
ribbons you owe me? How about one
even? -T.C.

AT THE MAIN DESK to that won-
derful woman with the short thin
body and the '68' volkswagon -
Merry Christmas. Love, Scott.

DEAR FRANK A letter from Paris
once in a while? Congratulations
Chas. You'll love It. Avec tendresses,
.Gay.

POSIE - I'm Sorry It took me four
months to realize you're the greatest.
Love. Ra.

NUMBER 40, For all those
concerned, tt didn't happen. One
Two Three.

GOOD-BYE TO THE GIRLS In 210:
Jenny, light up a iernt "teach" my
dog has fleas. Cathy, AAAAAH,
booga-Booga. Nancy. long live chivas.
Adri fr"ne, the best LSAT taker
Bonnie, for a good time call
631-8410. To Jory the weasel. Hello.
To Don and Charlie, one hen two
ducks and to all the other fig puckers
of hand. To the dynamic duo:
Marjorie Heyol Back Gammon? Ken,
.bong-n-pong what a combo! Does
your brain still hurt? High Elleen and
to Robin (of cerse) - see you June
30th. Dont be late! Gotta Go. This is
costing me a fortune. Love ya all....
Levi.

CATSIT FOR 2 house cats - in your
home Dec 23-Jan 3. $30. all supplies.
928-0187.

LISA, HAPPINESS MEANS nothing
unless you have'someone to share It
with. Lisa thanks for being my
special someone. Love Mark.

WONDERFUL LADY (Wilber
Force), It's only been seven short
weeks. Ain't life amazin! P.

TO THE STAFF OF THE LONG
BEACH Tide: Merry Christmas and
Happy Chanukah from the Stony
Brook Statesman. We're still the third
largest paper in Suffolk.

MR. P.T. - I'll trade you the two
breakfasts at Pancake Cottage for 10
shares of Mrs. P.T.

RIDE NEEDED to New Mexico for
Intersession. Will share expenses and
driving. Also need -ride back. If
you're going to California you can
drop me off. Call Jory 246-7819.

HAIL AND FAREWELL TO STONY
BROOK for at least a month.
Oouglass 220. Dave, Mike. Gus. Dale.
John, and Hank. Remember you have
no time to lose.

LOST --POLISI Comparative Politics
Spiral notebook. Reward. Need for
final. Call 246-4548 or please return
to B04 Whitman college.

LOST - Composition type notebook
with Bio 109 notes. If found call
Sandra. 6-3405.

FOUND - one record album found
in ESS lobby monday evening. Call
Paul at 6-3502.

FOUND - Gold bracelet In library
on Sunday Dec. 5. Call and Identify.
Phl 6-7250.

LOST - one calculator possibly In
library on Tues. Can identify. Call
6-3507, Jim.

10 pairs of glasses. 1 checkbook, 5
notebooks. I panorama italian book,
1 physiology book, 1 lado english
book, 1 spanish dictionary 1
sweatshirt. 10 gloves 1 hat 5 peces
of jewery, 5 keys, All can be picked
up at the SB Union Info desk.

LOST -- two reels movie film at table
tennis club a couple of weeks ago.
Please return to Cralg. Kelly B room
324 or Call 64922. Rewardi

CAMPUS NOTICES
The Hakotel Kosher co-operative Is
now accepting applications for the
spring semester. Only $210. plus $40
security deposit retlrnable at end of
senmester. F:ir information or to Join
contact Mitchell Ackerson. Gershwin
B25A or 6-7324.

The De:,ocratic Socialist Organizing
C o mmittee is co-sponsoring a
meeting witht the united farm
workers support committee
f e a t u ring, Mary Grady, UFW
organizing who will be speaking on
IlThe Future of the UFW after

Proposition 14" In room 110 of the
lecture hall. Thurs Dec 16th at 12
noon.

Psy 101 Final exam Dec 16th 7:15
PM section 1-"E-Z" lecture hall 100,
"A-1D" lecture hall 101, section 2 -
°A-I" lecture hall 102, 'j-m" lecture
hall 103. "N-Z" lecture hall 110.
Make-up exam for conflicts Dec 16th
section 1- 8-9:15 AM Lecture Hall
100; Section 2 2.3 -3:45 PM lecture
hall 100. Only fleitimate conflicts
will be 9given this make-up
opportunity.

The Russian Oepartment will offer
this spring semester a course on "The
Jew In Russian Culture and
Litewature." a suivey of the Jewish
experience as reflected in Russian
literature up to theipesent. The
course will be given on I uesday and
Thursday. 1:00 to 2:15 by Profesor
Vogel. For a detailed description of
the courses' content and for
prerequisite call Russian Departmnt
-246-6830 6831.
. ..

TO ALL MEMBERS OF
STATESMAN: Grace and A.J. are
planning a trip to Chinatown for
Shanhal Cuisine. It will be held Dec.
19th and the cost is $10. per person.
For more info call Grace at 6-8737 or
6-3641 or read the posters around
the office.

LISA JUST REMEMBER THAT the
SHepps were Uniterlans, Brown II
applies the decision to the First
Amendment and that the incest
taboo prohibits sex and not marriage
and that you have a one in one chance
of beating my con law grade. - dmr.

LET'S FACE IT AL, It's just massive
quantities of poor taste getting
worse.

"I AM SEEING, not going out with
him."

Jay - May 8, May 8. I'm tired of this
May 8 crap. What's wrong with
now?!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GREAT
WENGLE now over the hill with no
time to lose. Debbie and the Boys.

BOB: WHAT? Have fun In suntan
101 and the unemployment line. Ed,
Steve, Mark.

FOR SALE
NEW PHONOGRAPH Fisher-BS R
Model 220-XA with pckering V15
cartridge and diamond $24. Call
6-2549.

FOR SALE 1971 Fiat 124, Spider
convertible, extras, 45,000 miles.
$1500. 1973 Chevy Impala, V8,
Auto, AM/FM, 22,000 miles $2500.
Both beautiful condition. 864-2962.

69 VW BUS reliable local
transportation, good tires must sell.
6-3548, 928-7072, 751-3014. $300.

REFRIGERATOR FOR SALE S
cubic feet, three months old. Must
sell. Call Amy or Ellen 6-6691.

68 CHEVY CAPRICE WAGON A/C
ps/pb, new tires, high miles, good
transportation. Clean $750.
473-8238.

FOR SALE MUST SELL graduating
Dec. Gen Motors refrigerator
approximately 8 cubic meters huge
freezer excellent condition, like new.
Call 6-7377.

WANTED - ONE SMALL
FREEZER will buy now for use after
intersession. Call Jane 6-4356.

REFRIGERATOR KING USED
REFRIGERATORS and freezers
bought and sold. Campus delivery
available. Call 928-9391 and speak to
the KING! We also do repairs.

SAAB WAGON '69 runs OK. Needs
shocks. $300. 751-2696 eves.

GOLDEN RETRIEVER PUP, 6
weeks, male, AKC registered, pick of
the litter. Call 981-4117 anytime.

THE GOOD TIMES
Buys and Sells

Quality/Scholarly Used Books
Hard Cover and Paperback

Most Subjects
Paperbacks sell at Va Price

Two Floors of Good Browsing
150 E. Main St. Port Jefferson
11-6 Mon-Sat. 928-2664.

GERMAN WOMEN'S BICYCLE 26"
Blue, chrome like new basket
included. 3-speed. University Prof.
246-7905 days $60.00.

11 OZ. VACUUM CANS of unshelled
pistachlos $1.75/can or 2 for $3.00.
Randy. Kelly A106.6-4718.

HELP-WANTED
BABYSITTER/PART TIME, Student
to assist mother In home, % mile
south of University, must be able to
work early afternoons, 2-3 days a
week. 751-1023.

PART TIME FULL TIME services
out customers in your area. Some
phone work available. Car necessary.
$43-6421.

ADVERTISING TYPESETTER must
have working knowledge of compset
500 or similar typesetting equipment.
Advertising layout helpful. Call Art
at 246-3690.

ADVERTISING PASTEUP PERSON.
Flexible day and night hours must be
Imaginative, draw, and preferably
have ad past up experience. Call Art.
246-3690.

PHOTO MODEL WANTED Glamour
head shots 10 hour no experience,
will use our place. M. Kula, 27C
Country Club drive, Coram. 11727.

WANTED: PART-TIME
KEYPUNCHER for piecework pay,
commensurate with speed and
accuracy. Send brief resume to P.
Laudin, Box 91, Setauket 11733.

SUMMER JOBS
Enjoy a summer out-of-doors while
you earn

BE A CAMP COUNSELOR
If you are 18 years old or older and
will have completed one year of
college by Jude, you may qualify for
a camp counselling position. These
camps are located throughout the
Northeastern states. For the best
camp opportunities, apply now.
Write for application to:

CAMP UNIT
N.Y. State Employment Service

247 West 54th Street.
New York City, New York 10019.

GIRLS WANTED FOR WET
T-SHIRT CONTEST at Rum
Bottoms every Friday nite $25.
minimum for I hour of fun. 1st prize
$200. Size not important! Contact
Mr. Korn. 731-4042.

HOUSING
SERIOUS STUDENT ONLY
Farmhouse rooms for rent $80-100
per month unfurnished. 30 Minutes
from campus. Call 7274183
evenings.

BEDROOM SUBLETS Jan thru June
(2) one male. one female. Share 6
bedroom house on private beach in
Miller Place eight miles from campus.
S130 including utilities. Call Stan.
928-7220.

FOR RENT, 2 bedrooms. 2 bath
condomlniam, carpeted. central
air/heat, all appliances. Country club
atmosphere. Pool, tennis courts and
'more! Middle Island. Call B. Ritland,
924-3261 o- 931-0076.

SHARE } OUSE NEAR CAMPUS
with 3 otne peoPle. $70 a month.
Woman onlyv. Call 928-0979.

SERVICES
DOG TR/0INING EXPERIENCED
Stony Brook student will work for
free In your resldence. Call Andrea
Tatz, 246-5630.

ELECTROLYSIS RUTH FRANKEL
Certified Fellow ESA recommended
by physicians, modern methods,
consultations Invited. Walking
distance to campus. 751-8860.

COUNTY MOVING AND STORAGE
- Local and long distance. Crating,
packing free estimates. Call
928-9391.

E U ROPE 76/77. No 'frills
student/teacher charter flights.
Global travel, 521 Fifth Avenue. New
York New York 10017.
212-379-3532.

TYPING - EXPERIENCE IN
MANUSCRIPTS theses, resumes,
IBM selectric rates depend on job.
Call 732-6208.

TYPEWRITER SALES REPAIRS,
cleanirg free estimates. Type-Craft
1523 Main Port Jefferson Station.
New York. 473-4337.

LOST and FOUND
LOST - Keys on lucite keychain
with the name GAY. Near Hendrix or
Gershwin. If found, please call
6-7377.

LOST - small gold Chai on a chain
Nov. 24, near library. I think. If
found, please call 6-7377.
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of national stature," it's got much to be
desired when it comes to the personal

.needs of its individual occupants.
,,,, . . . _

.i.i..-

Perhaps if we all shut our eyes and wish
hard enough, they will all disappear. All the
health hazards at the Health Science
Center, all the frequent heat and hot water
outages that plague us all, this year's
unusually high number of serious physical
injuries, inadequate housing facilities, the
two major campus fires, the thefts,
vandalism ... disgusted enough?

Stony Brook may be -increasing in
academic stature, and may be "well on its
way to becoming an institution of national
structure," but it is experiencing an
accompanying growth of those features
which endanger both physical and mental
health. Like fiberous glass that peels off the
beams in the elaborate $7 million HSC
Megastructure. ULike poor planning that
allows the first two floors of a building to
fill up with poisonous carbon monoxide
gas. Like dark roads that lead to severe
traffic accidents. And like an attitude that
is so preoccupied with physical, structural
growth, that it dangerously neglects the
personal needs of individual students.

Just think of the absurdity of students
finally moving into the 312-foot
Megastructure- the culmination of years
of construction and planning - and then
being evacuated shortly thereafter because
poisonous gas filled the first two floors of
the structure. The irony is fascinating. The
building, designed by prominent Chicago
architect Bertrand Goldberg and hailed by
University and state officials as a
formidable achievement, proved that it
could not even house its occupants
without threatening their health. Some
achievement.

As if that were not enough, hearings into
construction irregularities have revealed
that students and faculty who occupy the
building literally do so at their own risk.
About 20 percent of the building's ceiling
is lined with a type of tile that is so
flammable that it instantly ignites when
coming into contact with fire. Some
officials have tried to diminish the danger
by saying that the tiles are located only in
secretarial offices. Why didn't they say that
earlier? We all know that secretaries run
faster in case of fire than other people.

The atrocities that exist in the new
Health Sciences Center are hazardous to
the sustenance of healthy lives. In the past
two weeks, the University has been forced
to place a rush order for a carbon
monoxide detector, and will now have its
air in the Health Sciences Center checked
for fiberous glass particles that are

W
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considered dangerous when inhaled. The
particles have been shedding off the
structure's beams. The lack of an adequate
sorinkler system, esoeciallv in the wake of
Safety Director George Marshall's remarks
that a big fire could leave the building in
ruins, is indicative of an attitude that
would rather have the structure built bigger
and faster than safer and perhaps slower. If
these are the wonders of the much heralded
Megastructure, we can't wait to see what
the University Hospital has in store for us.
We urge officials to enact immediate
corrective steps, to insure that the building
will no longer endanger those people who
occupy it. If it means closing off sections of
the building for prolonged periods of time
- let it be. In the long run, it will pay off.

And what of the heat and hot water
outages that continue to plague us in these
cold weeks? Some dorms experienced hot
water outages, others were hit with cold
water outages. Heat outages, too, have been
frequent occurrences. But it was all topped
off when fire swept through the physical
plant last week. Problems with physical
maintenance have been a part of this
University's life for too long. Heat outages
are so frequent that we expect to find them
listed in the University's catalog.

The denial of tenure to some faculty
members who were really essential to their
departments has also characterized this
year. First, Athletic Director Rick
Smoliak was informed that he would not
be rehired, despite having received highly
favorable evaluations from the people who
are best qualified to judge his performance
-- his students. Swimming coach Ken Lee
was informed that he, too, would not be
rehired, as was Dance Program Director
Barbara Dudley.

Individual professors were not the only
ones to be cut. The University has the
right, this Vear, to exise the entire
education department from its curriculum.
That is a sham. For an institution that was
established to function as a teachers'
college to now cut that department is a slap
in the face not only to the current
members of the state legislature - who
meet in the tradition of their predecessors
who chartered the University, but to
taxpayers as well.

The cancellation of the Department of
Environmental Studies and the Youth and
Community Studies Department, the
controversy over intersession housing,
bomb threats ... the list is rather lengthy.
It's unfortunate. For a university that is
"well on its way to becoming an institution
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them of some point or another. His interpesons
and manipulative skills could be seen through by
some but not by others. After realizing that he was

-being cut from the program he decided to boster
his student support and against the Chairman's
wishes enrolled thirteen part-time students. After
some indoctnation, he used these students to
disrupt the program and dmg the Chairman down
with him. I would not hesitate to us that the
Slatesman reporter knows this faculty member
ather weo. Their efforts at disuption were

.persistent and the majority of udents did not
take a stand or voice their opinion.The response of
one faculty member to' Lay Krantz w
applauded by may of the students who wer tired
of being deterred from the academic agenda of the
Wednesday Gatherings. bThe only thing Lay
Krantz and his cohorts taught his co is how
not to effect social change and how a destructie

ifaculty member- could indoctrinate a group of
students and sustain a group of pmunoid,
maipulative autom ns. As can be smen their
sense of self is not very strong, as shown by their
elf-impoaed falirgs of intimidaton (which was

not a "general feenng") and the fear that what
they said in Wednesday Gdins (or in this
article by Satm) would be used aginst them.
feroan if what they aid had any truth, substance

By LARRY BRODSKY
TIe media can be an effective tool to asm who

due to use it and when left unopposed. I therefore
wish to prey on your sense of journalistic truth
and ask that the following letter be published in
your up g edition. I'm not really sure how
m h the student population of Stony Brook feels
that many a "word of truth" is spoken by their
studut newspaper but its implied wisdom and
fta base has dnouly misonsed the
s'onek now (and over the past year) occurring in
the Youth and Community Studies Department. I
am a grdua of the YCS Dep nt and was
preet at many of the Peu/_ons rfebred to in
te areby te an.

_Sepsationd Jourmdnals
oThe ue of saional journal is evident
from the ben g of the article titled "YCS

MmbenC p C dlnn Inmpetent.' It sounds
like all the am-nb of YCS felt this way. The
mmbes who amtd the tions had for
the pst yer (197-1976) at p to take
control of the meaInp and divide the student
body. The reason for this wnt sething like this.
A particular heiult member's eontract was not
be newed. For reasons unknown this pem
spent a lup aomot of time with his students (e.
vstinge rm) ped t) rying to pemumde

-. . ... . ....

or validity they might stand by it and become
fully public in their allegations.

To comment on thle program I would be the
first to say that it had its problems but they were
always made public (such as the evaluations) and
Marty Timin along with many students were
constantly trying to work them out. bThe
Wednesfday Gat ngs were a attempt for students
to learn from each other and the faculty and gain
, consensus on the needs of the students and the
proram. arty Timin's resourcefulness brought us
a facilitator of the highest proon quality
who did leave for health reasons. Professor Timn
has created a prorm which for the first time
alows and encouraes students to actively pursue
their b Iet I curiosity and has not only lived
up to the expectations of his students but has
m p-sssed them.

S the T ruth
I therefore ask that, the interested students,

acuty and adm sration seek the truth of the
YCS situation; dsavw Stasman's article;
demand that these YCS members make themselves
public; and ask 9Star man to make a public
apoiog for m gin the student uion and
mhmin_ the pre. Thank you for this

oppofS.
(The writer i» a grdut of SUSBJ
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hope that Blackwordd is not jumpingHealth Service, Infirmary,:
on Abe bandwagon and becoming Psychology Department, Office of
another mouthpiece of the Student Affairs, and finally
administraion. Psyehologiea Services. I point out

Steven Gilroy that none of them is in the title. And
people wonder if this is the start of
the down fall of civinization.

Dubious Control Patrick J. Sweeney

Game Plan b has fought against allowing racist
William Shockley speak about the
"genetic inferiority of black people."

To the Editor, - The RSB is made up of students
This letter is in response to a who fight against dherimination and

!Btckworld editorial that appeared in rotten living conditions on this
.the Nov. 23 issue of the paper, and campus and throughout all of
warned Tird World students of the society. Our practiee has shown that
"evils" of the Revolutionary Student we seriously want to unite with all
Brigade. I agree with the first people who want to see an end of all

·paeagrph thaL said that we shouldn't forms of inequality that exist today.
be satisfied with the small We take up all just struggles, like
Oonesin s that are given in an opposing the polity ruling of not
attempt of diverting our genuine funding ethnic organizations and the
concern for making change. The fight of the South African people
editorial appeared only six days after agit apartheid and the system of
the RSB and the Black Students white minority rule. This is part of
United had co-sponsored a successful the same struggle for all of us to
forum on South Africa, and plans build for a better life. What the RSB
were being made to build a working sees s the "game plan" for the
unity between many different stuggle for a better fife is firm
student orpnizations of all ethnic multi-national unity, developed not
beckgrounds. The first steps were out of people's subjective desires, but
being made in breaking through the out of our material needs to unite
divisions created by racial and against our common enemy-U.S.
cultural differences. Black and white Impi . This is what the RSB is
students arerealizing more and more all about. We invite all students to
that we have no interests to fight check usout and yeah, check out oJr
amongst each other, that we have practice. There are enough people on
common problems and common this' campus, in organizations like
source of these problems. The best Stabem and Polity, that criticize
way to overcome the racist the Brigde from the sidelines and
tendencies indoctrinated into all of us taell students not to get involved. We
who liv in capitalist society is by ,
people of all nationalities coming .
together and battling side by side
against a . common oppressor. Ollb1 fn
'Through the course of this struggle -
many of the lies and myths that have
used to promote racism are exposed.
It is thitf'-multi-rcial unity that
^a..~_&__ an.o- ,,Gus1. .M.. SE.A Kni.t-

potential for change.
he editorial wrote "that when.

there is no crisis affecting 1rd
World people, no burning political
isues that confront us, when there is
no mass confusio, we never see
PSB." Fist of all, when is there no
crisis or mass confusion facing people
in this society? Furthermore, I agree
that the RSB is always around when
there are issues that ftffect people's
.lives. Despite the resistance from the
union administration, we set up a
literature table in the main lounge of
the union and we are out among
students five days a week. Yes, we
are ready, willing and able to unite
with, lead and support any struggle
students on campus are facing. It was
the Bigpde that led the health and
safety movement on this campus
after the tragic death of Sherman
Raftenberg, and won many of the
demands for improved safety
eonditions at Stonyv Brook. The RSB
on campus throughout the country . -

To the Editor:
I have enjoyed reading your

newspaper for six years. Once again I
have to comment on your dubkious
control and what you publish.
Perhaps it was because the point that
was prented by "Construction
Fund Calls HSC Ceiling Legial"
December 10,1976 was "compliance
to the building code" rather than
"safety." Would you build your
house with that junk? Or perhaps it
was because you captioned that
continuation of the protest story on
poe 5 with "SUNY Construction
Fund."

No - To be certain it was the faet
that your article entitled "Mental
Health Service Is No Longer for
Students" in its first column alone
referred to no fewer than seven
bureaucratic units of the University:
University Psychological Center,
Health Sciences Center, University

Defending YCS and Demninanding an Apology

Speak to Me

To the Editor:
Once again Statesnan has done it

asain. I resigned from the offce of
Vice Treasurer on Monday and did
not talk to anyone on campus until
Friday afternoon and to my surprise
I see a paragraph about my
resignation stating that I had said
that I had resigned because Lisa
Raines had not allowed me to
perform my duties. I repeat I had not
talked to anyone about my reasons
and especblly to Statesman reporter,
whom I have not even had the
pleasure to meet. Next time
Statesnwan nts to know why I took
an action, I would appreciate it if
they would consult me for a
statement rather than making up
their usual gossip.

John C. Folcik

. As
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Rabbi Meir Kahane
Wednesday December 15

Lecture Hall 100 at 8 P.M.

there is no Palestine-

Bill Baird Center
INFORMATION , HELP, & COUNSEULING FOR

ABORTION
BIRTH CONTROL
* FREE PREGNANCY TESTING *

REGARDLESS OF AGE OR ARAL STATUS
SIJtTL Y CAOFD~MAL

OPEN 9 AM-9 PM'
7DA Y5 A WEWK

J

1
There is no retreat"

D 4SD.ADN.EY. _<
W VAA I

I Presented as part of the continuing
program- "Perspectives of Zionism"

The views presented are those of the

117 53l1-11

speakers & not the sponsoring
organization.

Sponsored by SUNY at Stony Brook
.- and Hillel.

L.ADMISSION OPEN .,
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By BRIAN NACHT
I cotld never udeStand why he a so

much difficulty urat ayinformation
about the student government. It seem that when
a S an reporter writesan ardicle he (she) does
not bother to check the accuracy of the
Information given by one of our junior media
superstars. Sources for information from Polity
appear to be limited to a pool of peduhaps half a
dozen. Not to demean these a-knowing leaders, I
beievwe students are deserving of more than the
quotes fom only MArgln masi, and Jackson.

Political Chicanery
.Specifieally I am referrg to the article by

Stateman "dinas: Impeach ni",
(December 10, 1976) and the information
pertaining to the Polity Instiwe Committee.
Staesman blindly accepted Mr. Minas' s
Accusation that Freshman Representative Frank
Jackson was "the only member of the committee

Iiom be felt had anything to do with the
prepntion of the report". State angoes on to
name Mr. Jackson a the author of the report. The
reader of this article was led to besire that
Jackson, depicted as a crusader agaitnst ei
and Company in the pages of this per
s bdehandedly wrote a biased report. Having spent

many long hours working as a member of the PIC,
Im am ppalled at the treatment of the subject. hbe
goal of the committee was to hold members of the
Summer Council aountablo the to Senate, and to
the students. Instead, Stesman turned the affair
into their familiar brand of cheap political
chicanery. Perhaps by speaking to other members
of the committee a more accurate image could
hawe been relayed. ..

ike Dichiara, Doreen Moreira and I spent a
tremendous amont of time, along with Frank
Jackson, in hearings, and checking into voucher
and minutes to substantiate the information fom

the heang. Doreen, Fnk and I wored tn
8:30 Wemday morning writing the repot for
that night's Senate eeting. e report was
anything but a bMd report written by one
person.

Wbat I am calling for i responibe and
stitive jounlism, not a forum for

mu bedinges.
Ea1ier this seer readers wee aonibhed to

read that Stbasma's budet had been tempo y
frzen by Poffity. A om itee of the Senate wu
formed to find out why tatsm w having
distribeion and dealie problems. When eitorial
boad minutes were requested, cries of "Feedom
of Speech" preceded a polite "fuck off". In the
ight of all this and the suspension of CCNYS
Inewpper for iesponibility in coverage, and
mnquong, I say to the editos of Sbsman, get
your act together, for the best interest of all.
(The writer i a Pohty Seator)
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of the Polity Senate have caed forlime the impeahment of the Polity
e,. P!sident Gerry Mangei Tesurer

Mark Minasi and Seetary Kevn
athappened to Young, for violations of the Polity

has made its Const tuton outlindied the Polity
nt since April Inmtiptive C ( report.
t headline like The Senate adopted this report at

Magnmil last meeting by a subtantial
majority thus indcatg its

that an action agrement that certain actions taken
constitutional. by the Polity President, T r
done by the d Secretary were unoons .
that to the It is the hope of thb roup of

for it.) Gerry Setors that the Senate will uphold
It in (it was the constitution in this toubbled era
d), but the of government by voting for the
n, said we'd impe t of the above named
okay, if that's Plty offick . We must show the
mpeach Gerry. students that Polity, on occasion, can
ts to e Gerry attempt to act rsponsibly and in the
much as I do, interets of students. Now is the

hanee for an the elected Polity
the motion is who mm!:nedb on the
is W by platfem of a move open student
n jerk itself - ent, to fulfll at lat one of

off uul. theirpromises.
to watch your (Freshman Rep.) Frank Jackon
shouldn't miss . (Dreer) Bob Sender
gLoun g(2nd (Commuter) Ken Rawon

(k ) Mark Fish
darify that the (Mount) Jay Fe old

moeking the (Com nutr) Cra Kugler
*the Senators - m )S Sulan

MarkMinai ..
Gerry Magimmi Sacred Commodhi

To The Editor:
alled For I t is wrong to assume, a some

have done, that the Office of
Residential LWe amis students by

Igned members po 'ihts, or hap in the

rooms." In the womb, we are blind even bothered to ask me to comment
cawve fish. on this matter. It is for this reason

My roomma and I have not that I am now commenting on his
-received lamps or anything that sheds "statement" f, indeed, he made it).
light on our room. Yes, we'v tried As an assistant tresuner of Polity,
on numerous ocasiom to et them, I performed only those duties that
but it seems that they're neverTreasurer Minai asked me to
available. We understand that fights perform. My primary motive was to
re very sacrd commodity on the ast in getting the necessary work

cam , but each room s entitled to done. If thoe duties I pefo ed
gt one, at bat one! Incredibbeowa d Mr. Folk's deinated
beaishp an suffered by thoan spon ibts, I apologize, but the
barely able to endure. Do you want work had to be doe. I derive no
u that way with the re? he softpower from making sts of fon
parade had now begun on sunset. budgets.
Cardoro hut lighted by a candle. And so, on Friday, when I read
IbThere may be a time when well John's "comments" in Saeman, I
attend Light eaters to ecal the offered to resign both as Vie

on of lght. Tesurer and as an assistant
But we know we ha win, as wetreasurer, If he fet that I was ying

ae confident in the vitory of good to upstage him. John declined the
over evil. In the abun of tiht, ofter and Indicated that he had
the fool is blind. neither the time nor the iniion

GlennLevine o be Vice Treasurer sn.
MichaelK rt How Statem c say that

^ ..- .pushed Joa FIol out ofof
Peace Offering when he refud totake the job beck

is beyond me.

\A Bullshit Head

To the Editor:
The following is wh

lead Sesmn (who
dislike of me appare
75) to write a bWli
"Minasi: Impeach
(December 10,1976)

lhe Senate decided
of Gerry's wa un
(This an only be
Judiciary, but telU
Senaton who voted
(and I) said we'd do I
dealy onstutiou
Sente, In its wisdo
acted fegy. I said
the way you fel, in
(BM Keler, who want

pmphed about a z
seconed it.)

I understand that
being reitroduced ut
so that the Senate cm
ad thie students -
Anyone who'd like
student reps In action
it - it% In the Readi
floor, Union) at 8 PM.

In sum, let me (us)
motion was one of
stupidity of some of
actions.

Impeachment C;

Tb the Editor:
Today the undexs

·L RaM
Pobty Vke

To the Editor:
It raly annoys me when

redundancy becomes necessay,
puarticulaly when it eomes to
Statesman's Incompetence in
reporting.

In your issue of Friday, December
10, you stated that former Vie
Treasurer John Foldik resigned
because I "had not allowed him to
perform his duties." Mr. Folcik has
denied having made any such
statement; but even if he had, I am
surpised that Ste m had never

Sea I nrecon its ob4iaion
to act as a forum for the opinions of
its readenhip and terefore wel-
comes and encourages the submission
of Letters and Viewpoints for publi-
cation Vwiewpoints should not ex-
ceed 800 word Letten dhoud not
exceed 300 words All materl must
be typed, trpek w ed and sied to
be consdered for publfcation.

. -d

Questioning Statesman's Journalistic Integrity

Mr rY Lo .O
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COCA MOVIE;ff I
J - DAY OF THE LOCUST LECTURE

7.9:30Pm. ph& crtoon Aorts HALL 100
MIDNIGHT J.RIDA Y AND SA TURDA Y DECEMBER 17 & 18

continuous FRI- 7.00 until SAT- 9.~0 until
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LEFT

OF NICHOLS ROAD. .-/w/

THE INFORMAL STUDIES PROGRAM

OF
^-- * STATEUNIVERSITY «-^OF NEW YORK ff-- -St' 'ok

IN COOPERATION WITH ..

THE OFFICE FOR PRE-LAW ADVISEMENT

~- ~- IS OFFERING A

LSAT Review
For SUSB Students

in preparat;cn for the Feb. 5, 1977 LSAT

. ~~ ~~~~~~~.· / .

This 24-hour course will be held on campus:

Tues., Jan. 25 6-10 o.m.
Wed.. Jan. 26 6-10 p.m.
Sun., Jan. 30 9:30 a m.-6 p.m. (double session)
Tues., Feb. 1 6- 10 p.m. .
Wed., Feb. 2 6-10 p.m.

Enrollment is limited to 100 students, early registration is advised.
The course must be paid for in advance (S75). Checks or mroney
orders should be made payable to SUNY at Stony Brook and mailed
to P.O. Box 619, Stony Brook. N.Y. 11790. ..

TO REGISTER BY MAIL

Write for registration forms to:.
Dr. Howard Haymes - - ,
Informal Stuoies Program .-
113 Humanities Building ;
State University of New York at Stony Brook .- ' '
Stony Brook, New York 11794

' :- . . ; ..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,

TO REGISTER IN PERSON :

Visit Room 113, Humanities Building, 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., weekdays.

:DTDON'T HAVE THE MONEY NOW 7 -
*| ...BUT YOU THINK SANTA CLAUS WILL BRING ITI THEN ORDER BY MAIL L
~I -oDuring the XMAS holidays SAB will accept MONEY

ORDERS AND CERTIFIED CHECKS ONLY via the mail to pay 1
-for tickets to the RENAISSANCE and CHUCK MANGIONE

: concerts. Orders will be filled in order of receipt with the best lI
:1 seats available and held for pickup at the box office after school

opens January 24.
(WE CANNOT ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS. SORRY). :

----------- _ .---- TICKET ORDER '=ORM--- -- .-- ------

......... SAB TICKETS/ ROOM 264/STON BROOK UNION/ ............ I:I .......... SABIK-ETS/ ROOMr / STONV BROOK UNION/ ~l ................................... 1'-
: I UNY, STONY BROOK N.Y. 11794 - i
:1'. , I
:L._------- ..........----.-
:I CHUCK MANGIONE QUARTET I

JAN 29 9 PM P n d -- the'I --6- , L .- --- -a I

I-:

I 
:

I

:1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
'; HOME ADDRESS Ia
'1 ID NUMBER . .|
1 CAMPUS ADDRESS - CAMPUS TELEPHONE .I

.ee * ......... eeeoeeoe..ee... .e..................... ... e................e.. ....... e.........e.....
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Call 246-5938 or 5939
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DELERY AVAIABLE
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IWe also do repairs I
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JACOBSEN'S DELI
t
kAll ID cards are ready. They should be

picked up in Room 193, Administra-
tion Bldg. Cards will not be held
longer than 30 days. You will need an
ID card if you plan to:
- Take books out of the library
- Use the Reserve Room
- Register your car on campus
- Take advantage of campus-
sponsored activities and discounts
- Enter campus after 11:00 PM or

RD WI THE S E & O L E U
S H'LED WORtLY S WITH TIC E LOW FARES ON LL
SOME EXAL OF OU RATES TO JFK OR LA MARIA ARE

6MaNedk ....400 edW. ....l ... .... 65*
Po,,ale ........ o V stm .... 3 * b oa ........ 0*

HMigofl ........ 8,25 I BROK - . $12.95 p, .13...1
'$ f.' ADDrOgNAL TO t GUARDIA FROM SOUTH SHORE

When you come to pick up your
card, please bring with you a class
schedule or Bursar's receipt for the i
Fall semester.

CHARTER BUS SERVICE
TO MArS, PBmm MIM

EITS OR AmnYW J

DOO-TO-iXXl RBIVE
ALSO AVALE

·... .:

A 15%,
ONFDISCOUNT
ON FOREIGN CAR LONG

-ISLAND
AIRPORTS

LIMOUSINE
SERVICE J

PARTS
WITH STUDENT OR

FACULTY ID
WE ARE IMPORT SPECIALISTS, SEE US FIRST
FOR YOUR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES. YOU'RE
FAR AHIEAD WITH STED.

STED FOREIGN CAR PARTS, INC.
346 Route 25A

PORT JEFFERSON, NY
331- 99( I mileeast of RL 112, :AT. 8:30.4 I

. NASSAU SUFFOLK N.Y. CITY
516/433-2277 516/582-4077 212/656-7000
LONG ISLAND AIRPORTS LIMOUSINE SERVICE

25 NEWTON PLACE * HAUPPAUGE
FRANCHIsED BY NEW YORK STATE DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION

E

World's Largest Transmission Specialists
10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT, FACULTY

OR STAFF I.D. CARD
1729 Middle Country Rd.

2 Blocks West of Nicolls Rd. Centereach, L.I., N.Y. 1 1720

^*^*r- -,-^^. j I ^ - -- I - - I , J --
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Foreman: 90 Days
New York (AP)-Herbert Muhammad, manager of heavyweight

champion Muhammad Ali, has given promoter Don King 90 days to
raise the money for an Ali-George Foreman fight, and Ali has agreed
the fight as his next bout, King said yesterday.

King made the statement in a telephone call from the Los Angeles
office of attorney Norman Kaplan, who represents Elias Cordoba of
Panama, president of the World Boxing Association.

King said he met with Cordoba Monday at Kaplan's office and
also had talked by phone with Ali, who was in Chicago.

"We got to get the money together, but he Ali has agreed to
forego any other bouts and fight Foreman," King said. Kaplan
added: "Ali told the doctor he is going to send him a telegram today
to confirm it."

Ali won the title by knocking out Forman in the eighth round
October 30, 1974 in Africa in a fight promoted by King and the
government of Zaire.

There had been reports that Ali would fight Earnie Shavers, who
stopped Roy Williams on national television Saturday, in March, and
Ali said Friday in Louisville that his next fight would be against
South African Mike Schutte.

The WBC announced at its convention in Las Vegas Saturday that
Ali could fight someone other than Foreman, as long as he fought
Foreman by May 30.

Michaels Named Coach
New York (AP)-Defensive coordinator Walt Michaels is finally

going to get his twice-delayed chance to be head coach of the New
York Jets after 11 years as an assistant with the National Football
League club.

The Associated Press learned yesterday that Michaels, 46, will be.
named to succeed Lou Holtz, who bolted the team last week in the
first year of a five-year contract. Holtz, unhappy in the pro ranks,
said he wanted to return to college coaching and was subsequently
named head coach at the University of Arkansas.

General Manager Al Ward denied the appointment of Michaels was
official, but said Michaels was one of the top prospects.

"Walt is certainly a strong possibility, but it's not dleareut," Ward
insisted. "We're still talking to players and some of the assistants,
and we will talk to ownership. No selection has been made. I can't
tell you when one will be made ...but I think it will be before the
Super Bowl January 9."

"The feeling is to stay within pro football. I think it depends on
whether we go the assistant pro coach route or shoot for a head
coach. I think if we go the assistant's route, Walt certainly would be
hard to beat."

-DISCO DANCE ON
`SATURDAY

DEC. 18th AT 10 PM IN STAGE XII
CAFETERIA

(SPONSORED BY POLITY AND THE C.S.U.)

. . ~: ·
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By DAVID SIEGEL
With all the glory from the

successful 9-2 season, and a bid
to the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference playoffs,
the Stony Brook Soccer team
received two individual honors.
Captain Halit Uygur and Bosah
Erike were named to the
All-Metropolitan Division II
team.

The team is selected by
opposing coaches, and are voted
upon following each gme. At
the end of the season the votes
are tabulated and the final team
is announced.

Uygur, a senior, was selected
All-Met for the second time.
Yet, for the first time he said in
his sophomore year, was a bigger
thrill. "I was All-Met second
team then, but that was among
Division I teams like Adelphi,
Hartwick and LIU," he said.
"Three guys on that went to
play in the North American
Soccer League."

Erike, also a senior, missed
two games, yet scored 15 goals
to set the Stony Brook record
for goals in one season. "I am
very surprised to make the
team," he said. "It is quite an
honor." Erike played only half a
season last year, due to injury,
yet managed to score eight goals
in that brief period.

The only surprise in the
selections was the absence of
fullback Steve Shapiro. Shapiro
was the team's second leading
scorer with seven goals and two
assists. However, his importance
was felt defensively. His position
coincided with Uygur's.
Alternately at stopper and
sweeper one would go for the
man with the ball, while the
other backs him up and clears it
away. They change positions

BOSAH ERIKE (cIdckrd short
MNike Pilfko as the team's Most
Improved Player.

continuously throughout the
game, and both were impssve.
They were mainly responsible
for allowing just three goals in
four league games.

N.Y. Tech, who finished last
in the division, placed three
players on the team and Kings
Point who finished just ahead of
Tech placed four. N.Y. Tech's
Nick Migliori, was named Most
Valuable Player. C.W. Post coach
Pat Riley was named Coach of
the Year.

In other awards, Stony Brook
voted Erike as the team's Most
Valuable Player. They also voted

' THE ALL-METROPOLITAN

DIVISION II TEAM

Goalie Team
George Bioccis (tie) N.Y. Tech
Ken Goldenberg C.W. Post

Backs
Halit Uygur Stony Brook
Nick Popoulidis N.Y. Tech
Nick Migliori N.Y. Tech
Abel Pkccardi C.W. Post
Martin Falyer Kings Point
Dan D'Agrossa Kings Point

Forwards
Bosah Erike Stony Brook
RoccoAbundandolo C.W. Post
Don DIRobwto Hunter
Tom Lamm Kings Point
Jack Bueno Kings Point

~J~~~~~k~ Ben

ol

SB Places Two on AH=ll-Met Team
As Erike and Uygur Are Named

'24-Hours a day, 7 days a week.)
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' "They weren't boxing me out," sao neutralized their 2-3 zone. TMery's
Adderdey msaid. "Tbey weren't doing total of 19 points were two above his
nythin." son's averge.

Coach Ron Bash praoised his power 'They knew what they had to do,-
forward's ovrMll play. "Adderdey was Bmh sid."lI think we picked up the
outstanding," he said. momentum again." Basb has bee

Addedey scored 21 points while also worried about mental letdowns apint
pulling down 15 rebounds. Anderson and teams that don't belong in the same court
Austin each scored 15 points as the triple with Stony Brook. "I hope we're not
A combination virtually controlled the looking ahead," he said. "We didn't
tempo of the game. worry about New Paltz and we came out

Adderley also connected on some really flat." And very luecky. New Paltz i
adept outlet passes to guard Larry Tillery. not known for its basketlm
Tllery's speed enabled Stony Brook to prowess.
quickly abort an attempted full court The final movements of the opdsided

ame provided some incentive for the
aithful Stony Brook crowd. As the
tarting team relaxed on the bench, they
ttentively eatched the scoreboard as the
'atriots' scoring totals neared the century
nark. The crowd roared but the reserved
lidn't respond. Mel Walker's jump shot at
he buzzer was the only Stony Brook
casket in the last two minutes of play.
Walker, who played most of the game as a
esult of Ron Schmeltzer injury reached
!ouble figures for the second time this
eason.

The undefeated Patriots will try to
xtend their winning streak to nine games
gainst Old Westbury College at home
onight. Last year, Stony Brook scored
12 points against them in the Nassau
Coliseum, as a preliminary contest to a
lew York Net game. After Old Westbury
and before finals week, the Patriots will
ace C.W. Post iCollege. Saturdav night. at
iome.

Last year Stony Brook upset Post,
i6-62, on the day that Herb Brown was
announced as coach of the Detroit
istons of the NBA. Brown had
Previously coached at Post and at Stony
Brook.

"C.W. Post is a Division II school, and
Af course they're dclose by. A lot of our
guys know their guys," Bash said.
'They're going to be tough." Perhaps not
s tough as finals week, but so far the
Patriots have earned nothing but perfect
rades. And maybe a 10-0 index when the
semester is over.

- By JERRY GROSSMAN
/Reboumdx i from a lackluster

*perfomee in their victory at New Pdaltz
last unday, Stony Brook maintained
'their status as the No. 1 team in Division
Im in New York State, Saturnday night, by

Xeating Dominican College, 96-74. The
Patriots' win was their eighth straight
without a ios this season. The starting
.front line of Jon Adderiey, Bill Anderson
and Ken Austin (who started in place of
the injured Wayne Wright) was just too
physically awesome for Dominican. Three

-times in the first half, Adderley converted
his teammates' errant foul shots into

. and comes baCk to play defense.

aginstwo LW, tlomnmin wIowMn . .oL.f'LKr» * I *i-L.r- u J « ~ go IbIw Ing Uai, a

By ED SCHREIER
It was the typical script for a Stony Brook hockey

game, however this time one of the players won't be
coming back for an encore. The Patriots dropped their
seventh game in eight outings this season, 5-2 Sunday
night to St. Francis Col-ge. For forward Bob Bindler, it
was his exit from Stony Brook Hockey, as he will be
graduating at the end of the semester.

And, he exited in grand style as he scored Stony
Brook's first goal in last night's game. "Bobby played
really well," said General Manager Carl Hirsh. "He
played his best in two years here, and scored a real nice
goal."

Bindler's goal, assisted by Steve White at the start of
the third period, combined with Tom Moresco's goal 15
seconds later, brought the Pats back from a 4-0 runaway
into a 4-2 game. St. Francis scored its final goal on a
powerplay after Patriot Rich Bianculli was penalized for
checking the St. Francis goaltender which is illegal in
college hockey.

For Bindler this has not been the ideal season. "It is
frustrating losing all the time," he said. "Nobody Ulikes to
lose."

Although only his third semester as a member of the
team, hockey is nothing new to Bindler, who started
playing in grade school in Westchester. Bindler said he
continued playing and wound up on the division-winning

Scarsdale High School hockey team, where he also
played high school football.

After graduating he enrolled at Windom College in
Vermont, where he played hockey for two years. A
semester at Boston University preceded his attending of
Stony Brook, where he has developed, according to
Coach Lamoureux, into "one of our mainstays on the
tean."2

Bindler is "an all-purpose guy, who is a good skater
and who plays good two-way hockey," Lamoureux said.

Hell Be Missed
"Well miss him," said goalie Warren Landau, who has

been Bindler's teammate since last year. "He was
probably the fastest skater on the team."

"He always put out a lot," Hirsh said. "It's not going
to help us with him gone."

Before last night's game, Bindler had some thoughts
on his final game as a collegiate athlete. "I went out there
and thought that this was it," he said. "I don't know
when I'm going to see the ice again. I wanted to put it all
together."

During the game, once again the Patriots fell victim to
a bad first period, as they trailed 44-0. "We got down
early and got a couple of bad breaks," Hirsh said.

Bindler scored his goal in the third period, his second
in as many games. "I was glad I got one more before my
season ended," he said. -BO0B BINULERK
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Stony Brook Wins With a Push From the Front

SB Hockey Club Loses More Than Just a Game
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Still, even if the other area of
this production were lacking, this
opera should be attended if only
for the music. Ted Ganner
conducted the University
·Chamber Orchestra with crisp
authority and produced two hours
of near-perfect Gluck. Despite the
occassional drowning out of voices
on the stage, a flaw more
attributable to the singers diction
than the conductor, the musicians

.only survivor of her brothers and
sisters. Orestes compells Pylades
to leave and allow him to become
the sacrifice; only then will he
gain release from the avenging
Furies. It is only upon the
sacrificial altar that Iphigenia and
Orestes recognize each other as
brother and sister. They are all
saved by the deux ex machina of
Diana's intervention and are
tearfullv reunited.

and abilities in leading the always
important Greek chorus.

Entertaining Presentation
If any fault can be found in this

production, it is perhaps in the
training and background of most
opera singers. While the ability to
act is not the foremost of the
opera singer's gifts, there should be
some attempt on a singer's part to
create some sort of stage presence.
And while moving gracefully and
fluidly across the stage is not in
the mainstream of some opera,
witness the Brunhilde's of Wagner,
there should be a slight attempt to
move more gracefully than a
battleship across the stage. In the
main, both Belleville and Eddinger
escaped these traps, but more
attention should be paid to such

i detail.
When examined as a whole, and

in spite of any small flaws
apparent to the viewer, the
University Opera Company is to
be commended for their
intelligent, thoughtful and
entertaining presentation. With
simplicity as their guide and
perceptiveness as their rule they
could not be off by much for the
Three Village area. "Iphigenia In
Tauris" is a fine way to finish the
first half of this theater season.

By AJ. TRONER
Opera is viewed by adults in the

same manner that children view
their bedtime, as something which
is necessary still not very
appealing. This is a shame in view
of the great variety that the
art-fonnrm of opera has to offer.
One such offering, "Iphigenia In
Tauris" has been produced locally
by the Music and Theater
departments at the State
University. As both a theatrical as
well as a musical experience this
presentation has been . a
memorable one.

At The Sacrifice
Buried deep in the Greek myths

involving the house of Atreus,
"Iphigenia In Tauris" involved the
tragedy of Orestes, son of
Agamemnon.Orestes and his cousin
Pylades are shipwrecked on the
inhospitable coast of Tauris where
they will be given over to the high
priestess Iphigenia for sacrifice.
Iphigenia is the daughter of
Agamemnon i, rescued from
sacrifice by the goddess Diana.
She is compelled by the King
Thoas to sacrifice all strangers.
Iphegenia attempts to save one of
the strangers by releasing him with
a message to be delivered to
Electra, who she believes is the

As florid and melodramatic this did even those simple things that
operatic plot may sound, the are often so lacking in local
music -of Gluck and the orchestra: they were on cue,
conventions of opera all combine on-beat and nary a flat nor sharp
to make it dramatically effective. note was to be heard.
Unlike most opera, there is a True Emotion
thematic and .dramatic The singers themselves provided
coordination between all the much of the evening's enjoyment.
varied forms of artistic expression. While all of the characters has
This means that the singers do not strong voices, Marianne Belleville i
digress into long and involved arias as Iphigenia and Neil Eddinger as
in gross contrast to the recitative Orestes deserve special note in
dialogue; nor does it allow for that regard. Belleville had
music that does not serve to extraordinary range and sweeping
illustrate and support the action power in her voice and was one of
that progresses on the stage. the few characters that showed
Rather "lphigenia In Tauris" is a true emotion in her performance.
total artistic experience which can Eddier's sweet tones and
be enjoyed on a dramatic, visual tortured manner gave true depth
and musical plane. In coordination 'to Orestes. Also outstanding were
and interpolation of resources the the leaders of the chorus, Allen
Theater and Music departments at Schofield and Steven Kraune, both
the University deserve praise. demonstrating exceptional timing
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A Night at the Opera: Bravo.
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By PAUL BIZZIGOTI

Electric Light Orchestra has gradually
evolved into one of rock's seven wonders since
Roy Wood and Jeff Lynne, two examples of
England's modem genius, founded the group in
1972. Their first album No Answer, was
experimental, with guitarist Roy Wood
valiantly attempting to master several
instruments of the orchestra, including the
bassoon, cello; and oboe. With the exception of
one or two excellent songs, this experiment
ended in failure and Wood quite the band. He
was last reported seen prancing about the hills
of Northern England playing a set of bagpipes
in an outfit that would make Kiss cringe with
fear.

Immediately after the split, Jeff Lynne
recruited a quintet of virtuoso musicians
(including a couple from the London
Symphony Orchestra) and bounded into the
studio to record ELO II. "Roll Over
Beethoven," a monumental cut from the
album, indicated that he was indeed successful
in his effort to meld strings and guitars into a
unified sound. He improved this sound even
turuier on mueir nexI uoum, un me 1-nir .ay t -

by adding a full symphony orchestra. More the intoxicating success of Face the Music. The
important however, the album featured a suite songs are superbly, the sings are even more
of songs which served as the prototype for fully integrated into the music, the production

their uniformly magnificent follow up LP, J ipecale, a n d th e r e is an unmistakable
Eldorado: A Symphony by the Electic Lit feeling that Lynne is truly enjoying himself.
Orchestma he single "Can't Get it Out of My For instance, Lynne cleverly toys with the

Head" shot into the top 10 and the album sn s , chaning melodies and moods"*T^~~~~~~~~'hinrs sess ch mlodiesa" and moods^
went gold early in 1975. The album also m the middle of a song as abruptly as a
catapulted Lynne and company into the realm cham color. On gtrope," he
of stardom. Dazzled by a vision of platinum sedates the listener with a slow, pompous
records and superstardom, ELO released the ce assage, then suddenly introduces a
disappointing Face the Music later that year. In barrage of discordant notes. Before one even
Face the Music the songwriting simply wasn't realizes what has happened, there is a scorching

~ltar riff that would send chills up Chuckas strong as that of Eldorado, and the album's utar ff that would send Chills Up uck
appeal faded as quickly as cheap perfume. Berry's spine. Finally, the chorus of
Nevertheless Face the Music, with its popular "Tightrope" (complete with handclaps)
disco-spawned Evil Woman, stands as the recreates the spirit of the Sixties so tastefully

group's mdtcicessful effort to date. , ~ , that even~ h e old boys from Liverpool can't
"nQA New World Record" we find that help but wistfully reminisce about Nehru

guitarist Lynne has quickly sobered up from jacke and mniskirts

Poetry - .

The whole album in fact is full of surprises.
On "Rockaria," Lynne skillfully incorporates
an operatic passage (sung by a Welsh soprano)
into an all-out rock and roll song. In the middle
of '"S Fine," he sends us on a short sojourn
into a fury of jungle drums, while on
"Shangri-la" he croons sweetly enough to
drown Barry Manilow in an ocean of tears.
Lynne even performs a sparkling update of
"Do Ya," the electrifying bolt of rock and roll
lightning that he penned back in 1972 when he
was 'a member of the Move.

The most amazing aspect of the album is
that so many diverse elements fit together so
well. Mr. Lynne is a natural at this, and he
performs miracles in the studio with the
aplomb of a magician pulling rabbits out of a
top hat. My hat's off to you Mr. Lynne; A New
World's Record is beyond a glimmer of doubt
the best record of the year.

By JERRY LESHAW
"I do not hold with the theory that all

syllables are created equal. There is a greater
syllable which can be heard in the words
'farm,' 'home,' 'ome,' 'om,' 'Om.' Millions
meditate on that syllable every day."

The soft-spoken, white-haired man let the
'Om' roll of his lips a few times until the room
filled with a calin. and listening hush of silence.
The spiritual leader was poet William Stafford,
whose reading last Thursday night in the
lecture center was a sparkling blend of wit,
wisdom and poetic mastery.

Stafford's poems, liberally sprinkled with
the "farms," and "homes" which give them
such a gentle flow, capture reality in delicately
smooth, well-crafted packages. His style, of
open form, a narrative discursive, enables
Stafford to weave his wisdom into short,
prose-like stories filled with country magic.
Stafford opened the reading with a touch of
the dramatic, reading a poem and then
introducing the evening. He utilized hand
motions (as the "hand dipped in the Missouri
River") and facial expressions as well as subtle
voice dynamics in his delivery, and the effect
was mystically refreshing. Like his midwest
background (bom Hutchinson, Kansas, 1914),
Stafford's settings are down-home, rural scenes
like "the weathered woods" in "Space
Country" or "the campfire" in "The Climb."
The woods, the rocks, and the mountains are

important characters in the life and poetry of
William Stafford and he evokes a sensitivity to
the wiles of nature too often dormant in
twentieth century man.

After reading each poem, Stafford would tel
an amusing anecdote about the source of the
work. Some poems found their seeds in his
childhood, one was-inspired by an article in
Scientific American ("The Sound from the
Earth") and others came out of the words and
ways of his children ("With Kit, Age 7, At The
Beach"). His commentary was so entertaining
and poetically rendered that at times it almost
outshined his poetry. Stafford later said that,
"the reading and commentary should be
indistinguishable. It should be a reading of one,
long poem. Like life, it is just one poem
flowing into another."

Homespun Atmosphere
By calling "The Little Girl by the Fence at

School" -__ "my cheapest poem" and exhibiting
tasteful self-indulgence ("I love maneuvering
relations" after "Passing Remark") Stafford
settled thie atmosphere into a homespun living
room type of comfort. Indeed, it felt as though
the physically diminutive man with the Robert
Frost countenance had built a campfire with
his words, and seventy-five nomadic disciples
had gathered around to hear the embers
crackle.

Stafford spoke of his attempt to make "the
essence of a poem disappear and have the

language take over." After the reading, he
elaborated: "Eventually, the language becomes
the thought as it is an experience in iself." He
complained of the typical human flaw of trying
too hard: "We try so consciously to learn how,
we don't let the subliminal take over." The
comedic high point in the reading, in "Religion
Back Home" e'Our Father Who art in Heaven
can lick their Father Who art in Heaven") was
balanced by ;ha poignant grimness of- the
cancer-stricken but heroic "Bess" ("Pain
moved where sne moved").

Stafford's poetry reflects the thoughts of a
man who has achieved full spiritual stature.
When asked what is the greatest moment in the
life of a poem, completion, publication, or
reading, he replied, "None of these. Like a
good steak, you don't enjoy it best after you're
through, but when you're eating it." This sense
of present-moment appreciation is prevalent in
Stafford's work. He looks head-on at reality
without succumbing to the nihilism which
seems to be so fashionable in contemporary
art. His reading came as an exciting, refreshing
adventure which was as inspiring as it was
inspired.

William Stafford's books include
"'Allegiances," "The Rescued Year," "Traveling
Through the Dark" and "West of Your City."
His latest poems will be published in the
anthology "American Poets 1976" edited by
William Heyen.

-01
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nt in a 'The band, billed by- SAB as
e band "'Robert Palmer and h-3 British
number. rock band" was made up solely of
as all on Americans,; save Palmer. Their

background ranged from New
York to Boston to New Orleans

; music scenes but they all played
the same music, a tight blend of
heavily rhythmic and percussive
strains, rhythm and blues, reggae,
and rock. Of particular note was
the bass player from New York

b m usic who shared the musical spotlight
- with the female percussionist.

Both of these musicians displayed
brilliant coloration and a good

exude rhythmic foundation for the rest
of the band. It was interesting to
note that neither the guitarists nor
the keyboard players were

-afforded an extended solo during
mount the show other than their

introductions. Robert Palmer
wants it that way.

Palmer presented an extremely
e y well-orchestrated set. Songs fromiergy

all three of his albums were played
and Palmer proved that he was in
possession of a strong rock voice.
He physically gets into his music

was more lively than the crowd in
the first show. The Palmer band
.reacted to this. Although both sets
were made up of almost the same
material, the second ihow was
delivered with more confidence
and a stronger mood than the first
show. The mix, however, was poor
for both shows.

Some of the blame for the
audience reaction in the first show
must go to Palmer. At times he
seemed to be totally isolated from
both the band and the audience;
something that must be corrected
if he is to become a success,
despite the fine music he delivers.

Perhaps his most familiar piece,
the trilogy that starts off his first
album "Sneakin' Sally though the
Alley" was the topper on both
shows. This medly made up of
Little Feat's "Salin' Shoes,"
Palmer's "Hey, Julia" and Allen
Tovesaint's title cut showed
Palmer at his rhythm and bluesy
best. Several clever time changes
and nice melodic passages are
thrown in but the sound remained
basically moving and gritty.
-Despite a good response to the
second set, no encore was
demanded. It was a choice well
made.

By DAVID G. ROSENBERG
Last Thursday, Stony Brook

students were given theopportunitlyo. f i a nc-.v
notenfl star. Roert. Palme -r'

Dotetial star. Robert, Palmer

walked on stage resplende
tailored grey suit as th
launched into its first z
From there the evening wi
the upswine.

I - -. 45.

He physically

gets into his

and seems to I

a large a

of physical en

to the auclence. qand seems to exude a large
amount of that physical energy to

. the audience -I
The crowd in this second show
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stealing money. Mikey agrees to
set up Nicky for the hit. But he
can't do it without playing traitor
to himself. Their weaknesses and
human needs are exposed along
with their low points which makes

By GLORY JONES
It's such a pleasure to see and

write about a movie that doesn't
need a qualifying remark. These
remarks have been in abundance
during the past year. They usually
go something like "In this year of
mediocrity in movies. ." or
"When one considers the quality
of motion pictures recently ... "
Elain May's latest movie, Nikey &
Nicky, is excellent. There is no
need to depend on the dullness of
other movies to make Mikey &
Nicky's shine apparent.

Mikey (Peter Falk) and Nicky
(John Cassavetes) are friends from
thirty years back who have
entered the same business. They're
both middle-echelon racketeers
under the control of one boss.
Their friendship has lasted
through a strong sense of need.
Mikey and Nicky don't
completely like each other, but
they each have their own
particular reason for maintaining
the friendship, their dependency
upon each other.

As the movie opens, Nicky is
desperate and alone in a shabby
hotel room. There's a contract out
on him. He makes a phone call to
Mikey, "the only friend that he
has", for help. Mikey comes to
take care of Nicky and calm him
down. The first scene between the
two establishes Nickys' need for
Mikey. His panic has given way to
an ulcer attack. Mikey has to
coerce Nickey to take an antiacid
to counteract the attack. There's a
strong parent-child relationship
operating at this point. Nicky
hurts and Mikey will make him
feel better. Nicky's in trouble and

Mikey will help him get out of it.
Nicky helps Mikey too, but in a

different way. He's the link
between Mikey's past and present.
In a sense, Nicky confirms Mikey's
existance. He knows more than
anyone else does or cares to know
about Mikey's life. Mikey can talk
to Nicky about his childhood,
parents, or anything. He's the only
one Mikey can talk to. The bond
between them is like one between
sole-surviving relatives. It's an
impossible tie to break because it
Would simultaneously eliminate a'
part of one's self.

Mickey and Nicky are, in a
sense, trapped by this. They
dislike certain things about one
another but the dislike isn't total.
Nicky tells Mikey that he "gets on
his nerves" and he "repeats
himself when he talks." Nicky
neglects Mikey and, more
importantly, makes a fool of him
in order to better himself. Like or
dislike are not accurate words to
describe their feelings for each
other. More appropriately, they
care about each other and the
audience gets involved in this
caring as well.

Both of these characters faults
are undisguised, and the worst of
each character is openly shown.
They're low-life racketeers, just
street punks who got in with the
big guys. You know they're rotten
but you find yourself not being
able to dismiss them as being
loathsome. Mikey brought Nicky
into the "business ."Nicky betrays
him by humiliating him in front of
the mob's boss. Nicky also betrays
the boss and everybody else that
he comes into contact with by

an easy dismissal impossible.
Elaine May's characters are real.
The very complexity of these real
characters feelings makes this
story work. You can't help but
care about them. "

Preview I

wmpwwlour, a. wnm n11 aso1niisne aiugencU wtin nor aimost Instintne1quscalculation of cube roots from 6 digit numbers as well as other intricate and
unusual mathematical calculations. Admission is free and the audience is

invited to brine their calculators to challenge Ms. Oevis skills.
.-
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By ERNIE CANADEO
As yet another holiday season

leaves the prospective gift buyer
with a number of middle-priced
gift choices, records and tapes
continue to be an appreciated gift
idea. But since choosing an album
for someone else is more difficult
than buying one for yourself,
there are certain factors that will
help to make shopping for records
a more enjoyable experience.

Since the prices of albums and
tapes vary tremendously from
store to store, the choice of a
record store is important. As a
rule, steer clear of most large
chain rwcord stores, such as-
Record World and Sam Goody's.
Although these stores do have
sales, chances are that once you're
in the store you'll buy more than
one album, and will wind up
spending $6 for an album that
you could buy cheaper elsewhere
and without having to fight
through mobs of people.
Department stores pose the same
problem, although the prices are
usually somewhat cheaper.
Smaller record stores offer a
friendlier atmosphere and more
personal service, although prices
vary. On campus, Scoop Records
has inexpensive prices and
although their selection is limited
they will order any record for
you. Off campus, in Suffolk, The
Record Stop on Portion Road in
Lake Ronkonkoma, and Papala
Records in Huntington, both offer
a wide assortment of albums,
friendly personnel, and
inexpensive prices. In Nassau, The
Music Warehouse, on Old Country
Rd. in Westbury, is your best bet
for courteous service (ask for
' The Hoffs") and an
incomparable assortment of
albums and tapes at very
mexpensive prices.

The choice of an album is
usually difficult, with so many
now being rush-rele used before the
holidays. Some new releases worth
consideration are: Paul Mc(Cartney

I

3-record set culled from their tour
earlier this year, Joni Mitchell's
Heijira, The Eagles Hotel
California, Porgy and Bess, with
Ray Charles and Cleo Laine,
Elton John's Blue Moves, Leo
Sayer's Endless Fligt, and
Jackson Browne's The Pretender.
Other albums Peleaed earlier this
year and worth looking into are
Steve Miller's Fly Like An Eagle,
Boston (a tremendous new group
on Columbia), Electric Light
Orchestra's A New World Record,
Dr. Buzzard's Original Savannah
Band, the most original and
satisfying disco album ever, andAl
Stewart's Year of the Cat.

Jazz is a broad field, and the
choice of albums varies in respect
to the type of jazz preferred. As a
general guide, the Pablo label is a
safe bet for an album for your
father. The artists are primarily

old time jazz giants like Count
Basie, Duke Ellington, Oscar
Petersen, Joe Pass, and Ella
Fitzgerald. There isn't a bad
album in the. lot, so don't let the
slightly higher price deter you;
these are classic jazz albums. The
ECM series features artists that
appeal to a younger audience than
does the Pablo label, and includes
such profound jazz artists as Keith
Jarrett and Gary Burton. Other
reputable jazz labels are Horizon,
CTI, Kudo, Fantasy, and Prestige,
the latter two which , offer
inexpensive two-record sets that
serve as an overview of an
established artist's career.

.0 .. asSafe Bet
The assortment of "greatest

hits" albums released this year is
overwhelming; some are well
worth the investment, while
others are clearly rip-offs. But one
thing is certain; they are a safe bet
when you know that someone
likes a particular group or artist.
Also, they are all available on
tape, and are therefore a good
choice for in-car use. The
following list is a somewhat
comprehensive guide to "greatest

Tle - ow or Tne wno is a z4wom import *mum inat spans mne P« -s tong career,
and is one of the many anthologies that have been released for the holiday season.

*inda Rondstadt's Greatest Hits
- The songs cover her entire
career, from her early hit with the
Stone Ponys, "Different Drum"
through her later solo work, and
includes "You're No Good",
"When Will I Be Loved", and
"Desperado" to make a complete
package that truly represents her
greatest recordings.

James Taylor's Greatest Hits -
Another album that traces a
career, this album contains songs
from his first album and the
success of "Fire and Rain"
through his later work, and
includes "You've Got A Friend"
and "How Sweet It Is".

Bee Gee's Gold - This is a
/ re-issue that contains some of the

most memorable songs ever on
vinyl. Among the gems are
"Massachusettes" "I Started A
Joke", "Words", I've Gotta Get a
Message To You,. .. the list goes
on. They're all classics.

Best of George Harrison -This
album is divided into two parts;
Side one contains Beatle songs
that Harrison wrote and sang on,
and includes "Something", and
"Here Comes The Sun". Side two
traces his career as a solo artist,
and includes "My Sweet Lord",
and, for the first time on an
album, the studio version of
"Bangla Desh."

Loggins and Messina - Included
are "Angry Eyes", "House at
Pooh Comer", and "Vahevala".

Best of the Doobies - "Listen
To The Music", "Black Water",
"China Grove", and "Long Train
Runitin", make this an exciting
package.

Best of Mott The Hopple - The
only truly exceptional songs here
are "All They Way From
Memphis" and "All The Young
Dudes." You're better off with
the Mott album or All The Young
Dudes.

Best of the New Riders -
Basically a re-issue of their first
album, with the addition of
"Panama Red" and some others.

Story of the Who - An
absolutely complete 2-record set
that includes everything from
"Magic Bus" and "My

Generation" through a complete
side devoted to songs from
Tommy, plus "Substitute",
"Summertime Blues", and a large
portion of Who's Next. A must for
any collection, it is only available
as an import.

Abba's Greatest Hits - Top
forty pop that includes many of
this successful vocal group's hits,
including "SOS!", "Waterloo" and
"Femando".

The Monkees Greatest Hits-
Don't laugh. There's good, fun
music here that got us off when
we were just rock and roll kids.
Treat a brother or sister to this, if
you're too embarassed to buy it
for yourself. It probably beats
what they're listening to now.

Bowie: Changes One - Includes
a rare recording of "John, I'm
Only Dancing", songs from Ziggy
Stardust, and, of course, his later
hits like "Young Americans" and
"Fame". As varied as the music is,
it proves Bowie's versatality as an
artist.

M.U. The Best of Jethro Tull -
"Teacher", "Nothing Is Easy",
edited versions of "Thick as a
Brick" and "Passion Play", and a
good part of Aqualung makes for
an excellent compilation.

America's Greatest Hits - No
need to go into the songs. They're
all instantly recognizable songs
that were all hits.

Elton John's Greatest Hits -
Ditto America's Hits.

Chicago's Greatest Hits - Ditto,
again.

John Denver's Greatest Hits - I
guess there's a place for this album
somewhere - in the Rocky
Mountains. Anyone who likes this
man has these songs, and helped
make it possible for this
compilation and yes, they were all
hits.

The Eagles Greatest Hits -
"Take It Easy", "Take It To The
Limit" highlight this collection of
greatest hits.

Grand Funk's Greatest Hits -
Not as bad as you'd think, with
"Bad Time", "Locomotion", and
"Some Kind of Wonderful". So
what if you'd have to hide it when
your friends come over.

Wings: live 3-record set, Wings Over America, has just boon released and contains
many old Beatle favorites as well as Wings' best material.

'Tis the Season for Music
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By TARA TREACY fine album and seems destined to become a his son Ethan, it is filled with soud ta
The long awaited fourth album by Jackson Jackson Brown classic. Saved from the advice, something that he himself appa

Browne, The Pretender, was well worth the wallowing dirge-like quality of some of his did not heed as revealed in "Iddy's Tun
wait. His singng ib rich and forceful, much eaicr . .oiis by the bounecier beat Daddywhatwas I supposed todo?
better than anything that he's done before. The found throughout this album, it is just as I don't know why it was so hard to tak t
music, which previously had played a largely achingly beautiful. "Here Comes Those Tears guess my anger pulled me throegh
secondary role to the lyrics, is driving. This is Again" is distinguished by an infectious chorus But now after becoming a Mthe
partially due to the featured role given to the and some very soulful harmonies compliments understands the once incomprehensive
drumming of Russ Kunkel, Jim Gordon and of Bonnie Raitt and Rosemary Butler. his father said.
Jeff Porcaro. The lyrics as always, are brilliant. '"The Only Child" opens side two. A song to But Daddy I want to let you know some
They deal mostly with love, especially lost
.love. The passing of time and the fear that you
haven't done enough to justify your life is a
concurrent theme. Browne, still a romantic,
looks to true love for his answers but not with
the same conviction he once had after having
his share of love's disappointments.

The Pretender opens with 'IThe Fuse," a
song that starts out somber, with drums
beating out a steady heartbeat, but turnms
around toward the end and really begins to
rock. The music seems to reflect a change in
Browne's philosophy. Once apocalyptic, he
now professes a strong will to survive:

I want to say right now
I'm going to be around

When thF walls and towers
are crumbling down.

Your "Bright Baby Blues" is a highway song
about the emptiness of the open road where
people rush by . . . "Riding just as fast as they
can ride ... before they can rest assured/
their lives are justified." He hopes to find that
elusive "feeling of peace" in the "power of (his
love's) sweet tenderness."
. The most unusual song on the album has to
be "Linda Paloma", a Mexican flavored song
complete with mariachi band. Browne carries it
off well. A particularly nice touch is the lilting
string harp of Arthur Gerst, an instrument not
often heard on popular records. It's a lament
for a fading love that's lost it's slow. He's

The things you said are so much clearer
And I would tufn the, page back

* . But time would not allow.
Finally concluding the vast diffe

between the generations are really quite
and that, "Nothing survives'- but the w
live our lives, Like father, Li~e son.

"Sleep's Dark and Silent . Gate"
masterpiece. A meditation on death, it
back to "For a Dancer" on Late for th,
No doubt inspired by his wie's suic
March, we find him brooding on his lil
waiting to pass under "Sleep's dark and
gate." Feeling cheated and confuse
wonders why their love didn't work o0
bemoans the emotional paralysis he seem,
in where "the only thing that makes (hi
is the kindness in (his} baby's eye.'
delivery on this song is devastating. Br
voice is laden with emotion, crying out s(
the lines. The strings, arranged by
Campbell, are very; effective' w.ithout
obviously heart-rending. *

The masterful title cut, "The Pretende
fitting end to the album. It's about de
love, sex, wasted lives and survival.
Pretender" is everyone who settled fa
drudgery of day-to-day life and pretends
it. People "caught between the longi]
love/and the struggle for the legal tA
Browne seems to see himself in' that ro
asks: A

.......... l - ............. o- t...... - ,...,. .

joined on the refrain by a trio of full-bodied TM Pr-t conti nthe suamavein as Jackson Are you there?
-A Browne's prmvious albums.Mexican voices. . Browns previous albums. .......... Say a prayer for the pretender

Dreaming on after that moments gone . . . .. ' .^ -- -Who started out so young and stron
The light in your lover's eyes ~ Only to surrender.

Disappears in the light of the dawn Say a prayer - :. But he's hardly surrendered, or in need
Side one ends with "Here Come Those Tears . . prayers. As revealed in "The Fuse", J

Again." Co-authored with Nancy Farnsworth it , Browne is a survivor and it is that o
is one of the strongest songs on a consistently r the pretender which makes him so listenable.y ~ ~~. forteptnd" which makes him so listenable.
Fine Arts ·

Viewing the Lights Fantastic

« :^

tg

of our
ackson
quality

disappointment Tmany * expressed
with the show was that of its
inferior musical accompaniment.
Music in this type of presentation
is vital towards developing and
showcasing the work that is done
in light. The music by Fripp and
Eno that was heard could only be
characterized as disturbing, an'
annoying melange of . sound
combining elements of Japanese
theater (Kabuki) music, atonally
and synthesizer dawdling. It did
very little for most of the sketches
and did pnot match up to the
generally high quality of the
optical production within the
show. One hopes that they will
give more consideration to the
glaring deficiency in the future
and work sfeedily to correct it.

' Directoi Robert Gazzero and
hi; assistant Joel Wane are artists
of special and unusual talents. One

hpes that together with optical
egineer Cliff Weissman and sound
engineer Nat Schottenfeld, they
will put together another show
soon, if only to exhibit the
wonders'of the laser age.

By A. J. TRONER
Weird. Strange. Crazy. These

were just some of the comments
that were spontaneously elicited
from the audience in the Union
attending Captain Laser and his
Optomen's laser-light show last
weekend. Providing an hour or so
of strictly non-conventional
amusement, all comments that can
be made about the show should be
taken as strict understatement.

The first question that comes to
mind as one enters the auditorium
is this: What exactly am I going to
see? Though lasers have become
intrinsic parts of modemrn
technology, especially as
communications equipment, they
still represent something
mysterious and peculiar to the
public at large. For those who are
older and involved with science
fiction, the laser was always the
first choice of an aspiring rocket
man. It is only in the past few
years that people have realized the
possible artistic and entertainment
values of a laser light show.

Laser is like a light that you
X-

have never seen before. It gives the
impression of a pure and
concentrated energy, of powerful
and unrestrained optics. Captain
Laser and his Optomen have
demonstrated some of the
possibilities inherent in laserlight:
the appearance of almost
three-dimensional figures,
complex optical illusions and
almost cosmic visions .of infinite
light.

Thematic Optics
Through a panorama of flashing

lights, vivid colors and strange
unearthly sounds, Captain Laser
and his Optomen attempt to
present various sketches, utilizing
both sound and light as their
medium. Sometimes this involves
material with strong unusual
themes, such as "So Par Away, On
u Prehistoric Beach." More often
each sketch has some type of
loose association with an emotion
or feeling, such as "Apoplexy." In
both approaches there are basic
problems. If one wants to give the
notion of plot, there are necessary
structures on what can be

accurately represented by any
combination of light and sound.
In addition, the theme or subject
tends to restrict the amount of
movement and mixing just as in
music Debussy was limited by his
subjects in representing "Portaits
at the Gallery." These conditions
tend to minimize the attractions a
laser light show has for an
audience, imagination is sacrificed
to thematic development.

It is in the other approach,
when a totally imaginary or
emotional event is depicted, do
Captain Laser and his Optomen
really get going. One set, in which
they present their impression of
an interstellar molecular
transference during departure, is
truly astonishing. When the
subject is cosmic, the imagination
and versatility knows no bounds.
When the . subject is
impressionistic, such as "Autumn
Snowfall," the range and
:sensitivity of the show becomes
readily apparent.
, Annoying Accompaniment

One t r e m e n d o u s
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Old Town Rd.
i Setauket 751-.

pollfV
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f ^ Lb. Hamiburger..........$ $1. o
Cheeseburger... ... ...... S*20
Both Ser'ed fWith Homemade French Fries

On English .Muffin

Hot Roast Beef Sandwich $1.45

50* VODKA UNTIL MIDNIGHT

j
I

I

I

I
I

I ai
I

E&27

:tlot Pastrami 3andwlch .*1.45:
! . e,,Boh Ser,.ed ith C:le sl, {
; Homefnade Chili.................. 1.10

:: ~SPECIAL
Steak Sandwich,
Soup, Salad & -
: French Fries . ::

Quantities Limited ·
·® : ~A 1I11.ABLE ONLY TILL 9:0( [I'M

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
t$3,251

-.4COMPLETE:
: .WED. SPECIAL ::

BAKED ZITI w/ Meat Sauce,
Garlic Bread & Salad '

.0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*. 2nds on the house .
0 02,50 inc. tax

?o0,eeooo'oooo00ooeoooeo~oo., 
o oooooo®oooooO ,

I~~~~~; · 0 .
'

Off On Pitcher

WITH FOOD ORDERS1-*000*,o..oooooooo~o~oo-ooooooooooosooooo
t ,

Thursday
Refgae I:. .

.:' :i

FOOT STOMPING ·
I

GRI · OPEN

Ev..y Night. Sat. ....
0 ~~Til, 2:00 AM \

OPEN DAILY AT 4:30 PM:\

I ' · ~~~~~~~~~~~~' o s * 0480 61

l

1\
k\

) A
/

/
#

I /q_\ EVERY SUNDAY

iO"
: GATES PAST

-F7 --- - - - - - - - -- -

: FREE ADAMISSION IL_...................__
8-30 PM - 12 PM'

..50 Amaretta .50* Schnops
.75 Budweiser

1-751422AT NOOKTOiW PLAZA 511
C_-I Ad -I Hwy t HIe l d.

:MAD Tm
* OF STONY BROOK

;~_ E TWO.STANTON
ANDERSON. BAND

WED. TWO SCHMIDTS $1

WHIPLASH

POSSUM

SANDY RHODES

IUMT U!L - 1 -..
NEW YEARS EVE PARTY '

:" JASPER RATH"
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Tue, Dec.- 14
SEMINAR: The Biological Sciences department
is sponsoring a Graduate Student Seminar
headed by Marvin Motsenbocker on Mechanism
of Action of Ricin, A Plant Lectin at 12 noon in
Graduate Biology 006 .. ..

-The Biology department is sponsoring a
seminar headed by Dr. M. Garovsky of the
University of Rochester on Studies on the DNA
and Histones of Genetically Active and Inactive
Chromatin of Tetrahymena at 3:45 PM in
Graduate Biology 006.

Wed, Dec. 15
SEMINAR: Joel Cohen of Rockefeller
University will head a seminar of Food Webs and
Niche Space at 3 PM in Graduate Biology 006.

-Dr. Robert DeMars of the University of
Wisconsin will head a seminar on The Induction
and Uses of Mutations in Cultured Human Cells
at 4:15 PM in Lecture Center 111. Coffee will
be served at 4 PM.

COLLOQUIUM: The History department invites
you to a colloquium, Beyond Hofstader, Hayes,
and the. Ethnoculturists: Some Alternative
Models to Urban Politics in the Progressive Era,
by Dr. Michael McCarthy at 4 PM in Library
W3520.

SPEAKER: Hillel is sponsoring Rabbi Meir
Kahane who will speak on There is No Palestine
- There is No Retreat, presented as part of the
continuing program Prospectives of Zionism at 8
PM in Lecture Center 100.

Face of Fu Man Chu" and a short NASA film
from Skylab at 8:30 PM in the Union
Auditorium.

CONCERT: Artist Series presents a concert with
Timothy Eddy on cello and Doris Konig on
piano at 8:30 PM in the Union Auditorium.

Thu, Dec. 16
LECTURE: The Democratic Socialist Organizing
Committee is sponsoring Mary Grady, and
organizer for the United Farm Workers, who will
speak on "The Elections in California and the
Future of the UFW-AFLCIO" at 12 noon in
Lecture Center 110.

SEMINAR: The Biological Sciences department
is sponsoring Dr. Igor David of the Carnegie
Institute of Washington who will speak on
"Organization of Riboscmal DNA in Xenopus
and Drosophila" at 3:30 PM in Graduate
Biology 006. Coffee will be served at 3:15 PM.

DANCING: Israeli dancing will take place in the
Union Ballroom at 8 PM. There will be one hour
of instruction and refreshments will be served.

CONCERT: iMiostly from the Last Decade Series
is sponsoring a contemporary music concert at
8:30 PM in Lecture Center 105.

MEETING: The last general meeting and coffee
social for this semester sponsored by Polity and
the Gay Students Union will take place at 8:30
PM in the Union 045B. Bring ideas for next
semester

SEMINAR: The Biological Sciences department
is sponsoring a faculty research seminar headed
by Dr. Norman Arnheim on "Molecular
Structure of Ribosomal DNA in Mice, Men and
Their Hybrids" at 12 noon in Graduate Biology
006.

SHABBAT DINNER: Traditional Shabbat
services begin at 5:30 PM in Roth Cafeteria with
a home-cooked Shabbat meal following.
Reservations must be made by Wednesday by
calling 246-6842 or stopping by the Hillel office.

LECTURE: There will be a lecture on Islamic
Faith sponsored by the Muslim Students'
Association at 1 PM in Union 229.

COLLOQUIUM: Dr. Karl Otto Apel, of the
Wo!fqang Goethe Institute will speak on
"Exp.anation and Understanding" at 4 PM in
Old Physics 249.

Sat, Fri. 18
SHABBAT SERVICES: Traditional Shabbat
services at 10 AM in Roth Cafeteria.

DANCE: Disco dance in Stage XII Cafeteria at
10 PM sponsored by Polity and Gay Students
Union. All welcome. Beer is 25 cents.

BASKETBALL: The Varsity team vs. C.W. Post
at 8 PM in the Gym. The Junior Varsity team vs.
Suffolk at 6 PM in the Gym.

Sun, Dec. 19
. ~ ~~~~~~~~~.·

CONCERT: There will be a Master of Music
Degree recital with Gary Raynor on string bass
at 8:30 PM in Lecture Center 105.

(Calendar of Events ' Dec. 14- 19

Frl, uec. 17


